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Abstract
Facial animation is a serious bottleneck in any computer generated (CG) production. It is the key element to convey emotion to 3D characters. Speeding
up the rigging process remains an unsolved problem, specially for film and
videogames, which require high quality results. The character rigging is analogous to setting up the strings that control a puppet. Today, skilled artists
manually create the facial rig to ensure the best quality in the animations; but,
this is a slow, labor-intensive and costly process.
This thesis presents a portable character rigging system that integrates into
current animation production pipelines. It automatically transfers the facial
rig and animations created for one character to different characters, independent of their shape and appearance. It enables artists to create more lifelike
facial models in less time; about 90-99 percent faster than traditional manual
rigging. Characters can display complex expressions and behavior, easier and
with decreased artistic effort. As a result, we dramatically reduce the time
needed to create high-quality facial animations for the entertainment industry.
We studied techniques from the fields of computer graphics and computer
vision, to come up with a solution to the rigging problem. Based on a generic
facial rig definition and a new deformation method, our system converts 3D
face models into digital puppets that experienced artists can control. The
system adapts the skeleton, weights and influence objects (NURBS surfaces,
lattice, etc.) from a source rig to individual face models to obtain unique
expressions, and enables easy reuse of existing animation scripts. Our work
differs from previous morphing and retargeting techniques, because that work
was oriented towards transferring animations, while ours aims to transfer the
complete facial rig, in addition to animations.
The system was validated with a series of experiments. We used models
and rigs from major film and videogame companies: Electronic Arts, Radical,
Dygrafilms. The results were supervised by Technical and Art Directors, who
approved the quality of our rigs and animations to be used in CG productions,
replacing the artist generated ones. Our proposal is: generic (the facial rig can
have any type of configuration and models can be created by artists), flexible
(the rig has no initial constraints), independent of the shape and appearance
of the model, and enhances the freedom of the artists (does not force the use
of a predefined rig). Now, motionless and inanimate faces can come to life
with the help of our technology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Facial Animation is the key element to convey emotion and personality to a
character. The entertainment industry requires high quality results and drives
the research efforts to automate the character setup process for realistic animation of 3D characters. We studied techniques from the fields of computer
graphics and computer vision, to come up with a solution that speeds up
the rigging process dramatically. We propose a portable character rigging
system that integrates into current animation production pipelines, enabling
digital artists to create more lifelike characters in less time, when compared
to traditional animation techniques. It automatically transfers the rig and
animations created in one character to different characters, independent of
their shape and appearance. This chapter briefly describes the main problems when preparing a character for animation, gives an overview of our
solution and summarizes our research contribution.

Figure 1.1: Source model rig and expressions (left); target model rig transferred from the source (middle); expressions from different target models extracted from an animation sequence (right). (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

1.1 Motivation
The PhD research started in 2003 after several talks and inquiries with people
in the USA digital animation film industry. We assembled a list of problems
faced by film productions, and after careful analysis chose one of the most
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Introduction
challenging: automate the setup for realistic facial animation of 3D characters. Facial animation is currently in great demand, because the entertainment
industry requires high quality results ([Borshukov et al. 2006]), and has been
an area of intensive research for the last three decades. Facial animation is
crucial to convey the feelings of each character, so automating the character setup has the greatest impact on the final production output, comparing it
with other unsolved problems. After the initial research stages to determine
the viability of the project were completed with success, we focused on creating a prototype of the automation system to demo animation companies and
professionals and get feedback and validation. The companies have showed
great enthusiasm for the results and, more importantly, for the potential of the
technology. From the start, we focused on finding a solution to current rigging
difficulties that was simple in design, but still able to solve a hard problem.
To achieve the cinematographic quality we have, we had to consider lots of
little details [Richie et al. 2005] to make a versatile system that can be easily
integrated into different animation pipelines and work well with very dissimilar characters. Our work differs from previous morphing [Blanz and Vetter
1999] and retargeting techniques [Noh and Neumann 2001], because their
work was oriented towards transferring animations, while ours aims to transfer the complete facial rig, in addition to animations. Automatically transferring the rig gives artists complete freedom to manipulate the characters: they
can create new animations and not be limited by pregenerated ones.
Facial animation presents many difficulties (time, cost and complexity constraints) that limit its adoption and usefulness in different situations. [Pighin
et al. 2006] discuss the research efforts and main challenges faced by some
blockbuster films, and emphasize that facial puppetering and the use of nonlinear rigs are still unexplored issues. Generating realistic face movements is
hard, because even with current 3D software, animators cannot capture and
control every detail of the face. To obtain the desired realism, traditional
animation pipelines have each character separately rigged by hand, a very
labor-intensive and time-consuming task. The character rigging process is
analogous to setting up the strings that control a puppet, which in the hands
of an experienced digital artist comes to life. Finding a technique that provides accurate and fast rigging remains a challenge.
what if... we want to use the rig created
for one character in other characters?
To create a portable character rigging system capable of synthesizing the
subtle dynamics of facial expressions expected by human observers, we need
to solve several artistic and technological problems. Artistically, we need to
have a clear knowledge of the human familiarity and sensitivity to facial appearance, and the multitude of subtle expressive variations on the face. On
the technology side, first, we have to reduce the amount of laborious work
needed to create and optimize each facial rig. Second, the weight distribution used on one character will not work for others. Last, any minor artistic
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modification that causes the model to change in geometry (a smaller nose, a
larger eyebrow) or resolution (more resolution around the eyes) leads to the
restarting of most of the rigging process from scratch. These issues make it
impossible to reuse the same rig in different face models; facial animation
becomes a bottleneck in any CG production.

1.2 Our Solution

Figure 1.2: Overview: define the source and target models; adapt the source
model geometry to fit the target; transfer attributes and shapes; bind the influence objects and skeleton to the target. The result is a model ready to be
animated. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
We narrow our research to the rigging of 3D animation characters for films
and videogames, solving the synchronization and realism problems, the reusability of facial components, together with the real time response. However, the
results from our project can benefit other industries as well.
We propose a system that given a face model, analyzes it and creates a rig
ready to be animated. Our solution starts with two 3D face models: the source
model, which is rigged and includes a set of attributes (skeleton, influence objects, shapes and animation scripts), and the target model, which doesn’t have
a character rig associated to it (see figure 1.2). Then, the system automatically
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transfers the rig and animations from the source to a target model, even if they
have different geometries or descriptors (one can be defined as a polygonal
mesh and the other as a subdivision surface). The method follows the principals of a non-linear warp transform [Bookstein 1989], and uses facial features
landmarks, resulting in an efficient deformation technique. Our solution can
build models with underlying anatomical behavior, skin, muscle and skeleton,
for human, cartoon or fantastic creature heads. It allows autonomous and user
controlled facial features to move naturally, smoothly and realistically.
The system enables artists to create more lifelike characters in less time; it
is 90-99 percent faster than traditional manual rigging. The tests showed that
artists can complete in one hour, tasks that before took them one or two weeks
of work; something like changing the weights, modifying an animation control position or transferring animations between characters can be achieved
“instantly”.

1.3 Contribution
Current rigging techniques are slow and expensive, because they rely on traditional hand setup. Alternative systems like Eyetronics1 , Universal Capture
[Borshukov et al. 2005] and Image Metrics2 , combine different technologies,
like image analysis and optical flow, to achieve amazing results, but still require too much time to setup. Also, applying changes and propagating the
modifications to different characters is hard and needs cleaning up afterwards,
making these approaches unsuitable to be used in films and videogames with
lots of characters, at least in a short term.
A major benefit of our solution is that the system is very flexible: the deformation and transfer methods are general and can be used with any type
of facial rig setup and 3D model topology. Artists can define their own rig
and then quickly apply it to different models, even with disparate proportions
and appearance (human, cartoon or fantastic). This allows easy integration
in different animation pipelines and reusability in different projects. The key
contributions of this dissertation to the field of computer graphics and the
entertainment industry are:
• a generic geometric deformation method: based on facial features
landmarks, deforms and reshapes the source face model surface (polygonal mesh, NURBS, subdivison) into the target surface;
• a facial rig transfer method: based on the generic deformation method,
relocates and adapts all attributes (texture, weights, joints, influence objects) of the source model rig into the target model. The method allows
reusing a rig created for one model in different characters;
1 http://www.eyetronics.com
2 http://www.imagemetrics.net
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• an expression transfer method: based on different key poses of the
source model, computes the same poses in the target model, but adjusted to its shape and proportions. These poses are translated into
shapes and can be used for blend shape animation;
• an animation transfer method: adapts animation curves from the source
model to different characters, adjusting the scale, rotate and translate
value to the shape and proportions of the target model.
As a result, film and videogames studios will be able to animate characters
that before were devoid of expression, because of the time it takes to manually
create a rig. Suddenly, all those secondary characters can come to life with
the help of our technology.

1.4 Outline
The remaining chapters of the dissertation are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the use of facial animation in the context of visual communication, focused on the entertainment industry. It details the character rigging process and the different components that constitute a facial
rig. The chapter ends with a description of the role of the character
Technical Director.
Chapter 3 discusses different methods related to facial synthesis: physicallybased, geometric deformation, keyframe animation, performance-driven
and retargeting. It briefly describes facial parametrization, MPEG-4
standard and Facial Action Coding System (FACS). Last, the chapter
lists existing animation applications.
Chapter 4 describes our solution for reusing the same facial rig in different
face models. It describes the algorithms we developed and the system
architecture.
Chapter 5 shows the results and data obtained from tests with several film
and videogame companies. It discusses the visual and timing validations performed, comparing the automatic output of our system with
the results manually created by an artist. It also summarizes our conversations with people from the entertainment industry.
Chapter 6 discusses our work, its implications and future trends.
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Chapter 2
Application Domain
The face plays an important role in verbal and non-verbal communication.
Everyday, we see many faces and interact with them in a variety of ways: talking, listening, looking, making expressions. Currently, virtual characters are
used in many different situations: medicine, broadcasting, films, videogames,
criminology, virtual worlds and others. This chapter describes the application of facial animation related to visual communication, focusing on films
and videogames. It discusses the current needs of the entertainment industry,
including the main issues associated with the setup of 3D characters. Then, it
describes the rigging process and a typical character animation pipeline, to
present a complete view of a facial animation production process. Finally, it
outlines the roles of the artists, software engineers and the character Technical Director, and the relationships between them. After reading this chapter,
you should have an understanding of the complexity involved in the rigging
process and the reasons why facial animation remains a challenge.

2.1 Entertainment Industry
Facial animation is still an immature and unconsolidated field, with no defined methodology or standard for character rigging. The increasing number
of completely computer generated (CG) films (Toy Story (1995, 1999), Monsters Inc. (2001), Shrek (2001, 2004), Finding Nemo (2003), The Incredibles
(2004), Cars (2006), Over the Hedge (2006)), coupled with the requirement
of more complex characters, has generated a growing demand for new and
sophisticated 3D tools. Artists need intuitive and efficient animation tools
that help them automate the character setup process and allow rig portability
between characters.
Within the entertainment industry, the applications can be divided into interactive systems and off-line systems. Interactive systems, like dialog-based
interfaces, virtual worlds, videogames and conversational agent systems, re-
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quire real-time animations and limited realism. Off-line systems, mainly used
for feature films, require high realism and accuracy to reinforce the spectators
“suspension of disbelief”. Next, we describe different fields where the face
plays a key role to convey information and emotion, or to interact with a user.

2.1.1 Films
In Films, the face of the character plays the most important role in communicating with the audience and getting it involved in the story. The audience quality and realism expectations drive the development of technology
for films. Facial expressions enhance the immersive experience of the spectator, so any inconsistency in appearance or non-realistic expression can ruin
the atmosphere. To create believable characters, it is imperative that digital
artists have artistic freedom in modeling and animating the face models, independent of the film style: animation films with human (The Polar Express
(2004)) or cartoon look (Monster House (2006)), fantasy films (The Lord
of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003)) or live-action films (The Matrix Revolutions (2003)). Characters can be animated using two techniques:
performance-driven or keyframe animation. The film industry needs tools that
help the artists create believable animations with reduced effort and improve
the work-flow between modeling and animation.

2.1.2 Videogames
Facial animation plays an ever increasing role in Videogames. At first, it was
applied only in cut-scenes using the same techniques as the cartoon animation films (The Curse of Monkey Island (1997)). But, the biggest priority in
videogames is interactivity, so it is a requirement in current releases that the
animations run in real-time. Today, it is possible to achieve cinematic quality because of the improvements in hardware (more CPU power) and software (development of specialized algorithms), leading to the replacement of
cut-scenes by scripted animations (Need for Speed Carbon (2006), FIFA 07
(2007)). Also, high quality definition of the facial expression details can be
obtained with the help of motion capture (Tiger Woods PGA Tour ’07 (2007)).
The videogame industry wants technology that speeds the rigging process and
generates results that can be easily integrated in the game engine. A possible
solution can be a generic facial rig that is adapted in real-time to different
characters. The facial animations created for the generic base character will
suite all the other game characters, reducing the artistic effort dramatically.

2.1.3 Other Interactive Systems
While we focus our work on solving the needs of the film and videogame
industries, there are other fields where our solution can be beneficial.

2.1 Entertainment Industry
In Broadcasting, facial animation can be seen in programs that involve virtual characters: news anchors, weather people or even comedians. These are
classical examples of talking heads, where the main problem is speech synchronization [Waters and Levergood 1994; Kohnert and Semwal 2006]. Prerendered facial animations, including predefined phonemes and expressions,
are stored in a database and played back based on automatic text-to-speech or
prerecorded audio synthesis. The animations are usually of lower quality than
the ones available in films and videogames, so any application that simplifies
the production and reduces work can have a direct impact in the final results.
Dialogue-Based Systems allow users to interact with question-answer applications, such as database or expert systems, through natural spoken language [Fraser 1997; McTear 2002]. By using a face as the interface, the
system can enable casual users to interact in a natural way with complex applications. Animation should adequately respond the users’ input and create
the appropriate facial movements, or else they can become distracted or repulsed, rejecting the conversation. But current research is more concerned
with solving the natural spoken language communication problems, than obtaining believable character movements. Today, conversational virtual characters are used in diverse systems: online shopping, where they assist users find
products based on their personal patterns and constraints; customer service or
help desk; and others [Chai et al. 2001; Lester et al. 2004].
In Virtual Worlds, the user inhabits a computer simulated environment
and interacts, via avatars, with other avatars or non-playing characters 1 . An
avatar is a virtual character (2D or 3D depending on the environment) or
a text construct (like the ones in early MUDs - Multi-User Dungeon, Domain or Dimension) that represents the user in a virtual world. In the past
few years many virtual worlds have been developed, either as social spaces
or videogames: Ultima Online (1997), EverQuest (1999), The Sims Online
(2002), World of Warcraft (2004), Guild Wars (2005). The biggest success is
Second Life (2003), which gained huge international attention by late 2006;
sometimes it is called a videogame, but as it doesn’t have points, scores, winners or losers, it can be defined as a huge virtual terrain where characters
coexist and avatars can mature with time [Pro 2006]. As avatars represent
real persons, the visual appearance plays an important identity role, which
increases the need for a flexible system capable of adapting the facial animations to a wide variety of model geometries. A major problem with these
distributed systems is how well they can support real-time facial animations.
In contrast to virtual characters for broadcasting where animations are prerendered, stored and reproduced from a database, faces in virtual worlds have to
respond in real-time, to avoid interaction delays or unnatural communication
between characters.

1 Non-playing

character is a character in a role-playing or computer game, whose actions
are not controlled by a human player.
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2.2 Character Rigging
“Rigging is the process of taking a static, inanimate computer model and
transforming it into a character that an animator can edit frame-by-frame to
create motion” [Falk et al. 2004]. The result is a rig that can be manipulated
by a set of controls like a virtual puppet [Schleifer 2002] or by motion capture
data. Creating the character rig is a very complex, time consuming and labor
intensive task. Today, there in no defined standard methodology for rigging a
face. Studios continue to redefine the techniques, processes, technologies and
production pipelines to efficiently create films and videogames.
Rigging links the modeling and animation processes within a traditional
animation pipeline (figure 2.1). It is very common to remodel some parts
of the character after the rigging has started, to achieve better deformations
or because the topology needs more resolution. This causes the restart of
the rigging process, which delays the production. Sometimes it is necessary
to rework the rig and the controls after animators have already started the
animation process, because the rig doesn’t perform the desired behavior.

Figure 2.1: A traditional animation pipeline where the modeling, rigging and
animation processes work in parallel. Any change in the character model
topology will cause the rigging process to restart. Any undesired behavior of
an animation control will lead to a readjustment of the rig.
Before starting the rigging process, the rigger (person responsible for the
character rigging in the production pipeline) discusses with the animators the
main features a character should have. Usually, many of the features requested
by the animators are not included in the existing 3D software packages, so
custom based tools are created to make the rigging process more robust and
production friendly. Every rig must follow these rules:
• animation controls should be easy to use and understand;
• animation controls should work the way animators expect (principle of
least surprise);
• the rig should allow quick updates, if an undesired behavior is found;

2.2 Character Rigging
• the rig should carefully define constraints to avoid creating “impossible” or strange movements.
After the definition of the rig features and before start rigging, it is important to check that the model’s mesh is stable, clean and properly connected.
The first step of the traditional rigging process consists of defining the skeletal structure and placing the joints. Second, the rigger aligns the joints to
guarantee correct rotation during motion. Third, the rigger skins the character
using a smooth algorithm and paints the skin weights. Adjusting the weights
on the skin is normally an iterative process, which might involve editing the
skeleton and refining the model’s deformable objects to get the right skin deformation effect. The final step involves testing the response of the rig to the
manipulation of the animation controls [Richie et al. 2005].
An experienced artist can take from 1 to 4 weeks to rig a character, depending on the complexity of the rig. The slowest task is painting the weights.
To speed up the process it is critical to automate common tasks. Chapter 4
describes our solution that dramatically decreases the time needed to go from
modeling to animation. It allows transferring a complete facial rig between
different characters and avoids the need for painting the weights.

2.2.1 Rigging a Face Model
Finding the optimal solution to create a facial rig depends on several constraints: time to develop the rig, budget, artists’ experience, expected rig performance and actions, and others. The three most common approaches to
create a rig are based on: blend shapes, bones or a combination of both.

Figure 2.2: Blend shapes that represent the basic expressions: happy, sad,
angry and surprise. (Copyright 2004 New Riders Publishing)
A rig based on blend shapes [Maraffi 2003] consists on sculpting facial
poses into several meshes of the same topology, where each new mesh is
called a shape. Animation of the character is generated by morphing several
shapes: interpolating between the open mouth shape and the neutral position,
makes the character open or close the mouth (figure 2.2). Each region of the
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face can define many localized shapes, which enable independent control of
that region and allow mixing multiple shapes to create a wide variety of poses
during animation [Sloan et al. 2001].
A face model can be completely rigged using only blend shapes, but it is
necessary to generate a large number of shapes to provide control over every
region of the face. In the film The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002),
Gollum’s facial animations required 675 blend shapes [Fordham 2003]. However it is possible to create complex behaviors and realistic facial expressions
using a smaller number of shapes [Ekman and Friesen 1975], or by combining
them with other animation techniques. A major problem of this approach is to
correctly mix between shapes and still obtain accurate animations. Blending
small sections of the face works well, but it is harder for animators to obtain
appealing results for bigger regions. It takes time and considerable skill to
manually define all the shapes for just one model; this process needs to be repeated for every character that is going to be animated. To overcome this, we
propose an automatic method that transfers all the shapes to each character
in less than a second, while maintaining the same level of deformation and
expressiveness.
A bone-driven rig is based on a highly articulated facial skeleton structure.
This approach generates smoother movements compared to blend shapes, but
needs more preparation to get the desired results. As each vertex is only
animated by the bones around it, much more planning must go into rigging
process of each model [Ward 2004]. Bone-driven rigs are the usual choice
of videogame productions. A typical setup contains approximately 50 bones,
divided into: 12 bones at the forehead, 4 per eye, 4 controlling the nose, 4 at
the cheek, 8 in the upper lip, 11 in the lower lip and chin and 4 bones for the
tongue (figure 2.3). This skeletal structure allows the representation of basic
expressions like blinking, smiling, eye tracking and phonemes. When using
motion capture to drive animation based on the performance of an actor, each
bone of the rig can represent a motion sensor placed on the face.
Combining blend shapes and bones: best of both worlds?
In film and videogame productions the main concerns are budget and time.
It is crucial to pick the rigging technique that best suits the projects: a rig with
too few joints or blend shapes makes the face look stiff and hard to control. A
blend shapes rig has a simpler initial setup and is always limited by the number of available shapes: if the face topology is changed, all existing shapes
have to be redone. On the other hand, a bone-driven rig has a tricky initial
setup, which needs to guarantee that all desired expressions are possible, but
needs no further work when the topology of the character is modified. Blend
shapes allow artists to define each pose perfectly, because the shapes are created by hand sculpting each vertex of the mesh. This is not possible with a
bone-driven rig, as each vertex position is influenced by the attached bones.
A typical choice is to combine blend shapes with a skeletal approach, which
provides a rig with the flexibility and smoothness of a bone-driven system and
the expressiveness of blend shapes [Lewis et al. 2000].

2.2 Character Rigging

Figure 2.3: A highly articulated facial skeleton model prepared to be used
with the Unreal game engine. The skeleton is composed of approximately
50 bones: textured 3D models with joints and a bounding box for collision
(left); skeletal structure and collision bounding box (middle); detail of the
terminating ends of the joint chains and the number of joints of each chain
(right). (Copyright 2001-2007 Epic Games)
Additional layers of deformation can also be added to the rig, independent
of the approach used to create it. These deformers are commonly denominated
as influence objects or deformable objects, and can emphasize different facial
features, like wrinkles, in areas of the face where neither bones nor shapes
produce the desired results. For example, NURBS curves can be added in the
cheek to simulate a fleshy and elastic skin.
Starting with a character face model represented by a polygonal mesh, a
NURBS surface or a subdivision surface, a typical rig includes:
1. Skeleton: represented by the underlining joint and bone hierarchies.
Usually, every skeleton has several parent and child joints and one root
joint. The skeleton enables the creation of hierarchical and articulated
deformation effects.
2. Deformable objects: any object that can be deformed, like NURBS
surfaces, NURBS curves, polygonal meshes, lattice deformers, and others. They are bound to the skeleton and are organized in hierarchical groups based on how the face model will be animated. They help
change the shape of the character. The deformable objects add extra
control and realism to the animations: they can represent the geometry
of a muscle and simulate its behavior.
3. Skinning: the process of binding deformable objects to a skeleton, so
they can later be deformed by the skeleton. There are different skinning
techniques, like smooth or rigid skinning [Larboulette et al. 2005; Yang
and Zhang 2006]. The most important task during this process is the
weight definition [Wang and Phillips 2002]. The weight is the degree
of influence of a vertex during deformation. Each joint and deformable
object has its own weight distribution map, which defines the amount
of influence they will exert on the model during animation [Mohr and
Gleicher 2003].
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4. Constraints: restrictions of position, orientation or scale of an object.
They can be defined as absolute values or relative to other objects.
5. Shapes: deformation fields defined on each vertex of the character geometry. Shapes help define a set of poses or facial expressions. The interpolation of different shapes results in the animation of a face model.

2.3 Artists, Software Engineers and the Technical Director
Artists and Software Engineers have very distinctive activities within a facial animation domain. Artists focus in producing high quality content, using
3D software available in the market and in-house tools. Many times, when
a special effect needs to be accomplished and a deadline approaches, artists
apply ad hoc solutions that are forgotten once the project is over. Software
Engineers are more concerned with the technical aspects, working to develop
solutions that can solve a wide variety of problems, based on the artists requirements. The role of the character Technical Director (TD) becomes crucial in a production, because it creates the communication channel between
Artists and Software Engineers [Falk et al. 2004]. The TD’s job demands
good artistic and technological understanding, including mathematical and
programming background, to be able to develop an architecture that links all
the departments together. The responsibilities of a TD are:
Design: design the technical solutions required to fulfill the Director’s creative vision of the project. It includes choosing the rigging technology
and defining the rigging standard.
Development: integrate the rigging system in the animation pipeline and
implement all the application interfaces that allow artists to control the
characters.
Support: help the animators understand the rig controls and the character
behavior.

Chapter 3
State of the Art
Facial animation remains a challenge since the 1970s. The most ambitious
research goal is to perform facial synthesis in real time with cinematographic
quality. Several approaches emerged, all dealing with the complexity of the
human face, to obtain the proper geometry to generate motion: physicallybased, geometric deformation, performance-driven, keyframe interpolation
and retargeting. The most important feature of each face, and also the main
difficulty during animation, is its uniqueness. This chapter describes the major problems related to facial rigging and animation encountered by the entertainment industry, and their current partial solutions. Next, comes an exhaustive analysis of the published literature and previous work. Last, it investigates the different applications and solutions available in the market. After
reading this chapter, you should have an understanding of the underlying
work that goes into building 3D facial animation tools.

3.1 Body Animation and Facial Animation
Facial animation is greatly influenced by all the research done for body animation. Facial and body animation share a number of similar research problems
like muscle deformation, soft tissue deformation and animation retargeting.
However, they differ in many significative ways. First, the number of muscles required to create a facial expression is greater than the muscles required
to create a pose for a specific part of the body. Second, the head cannot be
animated with a single joint like most parts of the body. Third, the soft tissue simulation needs to be more realistic to capture all the subtleties of the
facial expressions. Fourth, it is near impossible for an animator to achieve realistic results, unable to overcome the expectations of human observers, who
are experts at watching faces. It is easy for results to fall into the creepy appearance category known as the Uncanny Valley (figure 3.1), first introduced
by [Mori 1982; Hanson et al. 2005]. Facial animation requires more work
to obtain lifelike response than body animation: it needs to use more variety
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of deformers to simulate the soft tissue and muscles, assign a greater number
of joints to influence each region of the face and implement a higher number
of controls to manipulate the hole head structure and secondary face regions.
‘Every face is unique - in its looks, its shape and proportions, as well as in the
specific ways of articulation and expression that are so characteristic for an
individual’ [Kahler 2003]. The ultimate goal is to give artist a very sophisticated facial rig capable of adapting the face model to the uniqueness of each
character.

Figure 3.1: The Uncanny Valley hypothesis was introduced in a study of the
emotional response of humans to robots and other non-human entities: as the
appearance becomes more humanlike the response of a human is increasingly
positive and empathic, until a certain point where the the response quickly
becomes strongly repulsive; then, as the appearance and motion of the entity
evolves to be (almost) undistinguishable from a human being, the emotional
response and familiarity approaches human to human empathy levels. This
gap of repulsive response provoked by an “almost human” entity is called the
Uncanny Valley. (Original graph by Dr. Mori 1982)

3.2 Background
There are many approaches and a even greater number of problems related to
modeling and animating faces. To keep the size of this section manageable
and due to the extensive available bibliography, the material is restricted to
topics that present an overview and the historical background of this field.
Research that is relevant to specific sub-problems related to this dissertation,
like rigging, is discussed in the corresponding sections.
Facial Animation is based on ideas pioneered by [Parke 1972] (for a detailed review see [Parke and Waters 1996; Haber et al. 2004]). Early work
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includes [Platt and Badler 1981], who built a face model capable of simulating and animating nonrigid objects using masses and springs, and classified
the units of motion using Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [Ekman and
Friesen 1978]. Since Parke’s first forays into the field, many approaches have
emerged that can be classified into 3D geometric manipulation or 2D image
manipulation. Beyond this classification, it is difficult to identify which group
each method belongs to, because the boundaries between technologies are not
clearly defined. Geometric manipulation includes techniques like keyframe
interpolation, parameterization, physically-based and others; image manipulation includes morphing and blend shaping. An excellent survey of these
efforts can be found in [Noh and Neumann 1998; Pighin and Lewis 2006].
Face analysis and understanding is another area that influences current trends
of facial synthesis. [Zhao et al. 2003] presents a detailed survey on facial
recognition that can provide a different perspective and complement current
research.
Recent approaches, like performance-driven, often combine several methods to produce better results. For instance, geometric methods can be used for
modeling purposes, while image-based techniques can be used for animation
transfer. The following sections describe the most common approaches used
for facial modeling and animation.

3.2.1 Keyframe Interpolation
Keyframe interpolation is the easiest and also the oldest completely geometric approach. It consists on specifying complete face models for a given set
of points in time, called keyframes, key poses or key expressions. Usually,
these keyframes are essential poses required to define a movement, like in
traditional hand-drawing pose-to-pose animations. The face models for inbetween frames are generated by interpolation. If not enough keyframes are
defined, the resulting animation is not very smooth, specially for complex
models, where creating the in-betweens poses is too unpredictable. The path
of action will usually be incorrect and objects will intersect each other [Lasseter 1987]. This method has several drawbacks: requires the complete face
model for each key frame; generates large amount of data; requires maintaining an identical topology for all keyframes; and modeling is laborious.
Convincingly combining separate expressions into one, like crying while
sleeping, is very complicated; doing it automatically remains an unsolved
problem. Different interpolation methods try to solve it: linear interpolation,
used for blending and morphing; non-linear interpolation, useful for displaying dynamics, like acceleration or speed; and segmental interpolation, where
different interpolation values and treatment are defined for independent regions of the face, like the eyes, mouth or nose [Möller and Haines 1999].
Keyframe interpolation was the technique of choice in the 1970s, but current demands for realism make it unsuitable. Now, keyframe is used in combination with other animation methods, like performance-driven techniques
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[Igarashi et al. 2005]: instead of having to position every vertex of the model
for each keyframe, the animator only needs to set the values of the animation
controls.

3.2.2 Geometric Deformation
Geometric deformation methods consist on using an object to modify another
more complex object, by presenting a easier or simpler control interface. They
are efficient for modeling and animating deformable objects, because they
provide a high level of geometric control over the deformation.
A typical geometric approach is free-form deformation (FFD). It was first
introduced by [Sederberg and Parry 1986] and uses a lattice to control the 3D
model deformation [Cohen et al. 2001; Singh and Fiume 1998]. [Chadwick
et al. 1989] used FFD for layered construction of flexible animated characters,
which didn’t require setting the corresponding features on the geometries.
[Coquillart 1990] and [MacCracken and Joy 1996] extended FFD to support
more general lattices, but lost some of the flexibility, stability and control
[Sederberg and Parry 1986], while [Hsu et al. 1992] developed a version of
FFD that allowed direct manipulation of an object.
Space warping methods are independent of the object representation, making them well suited for editing meshes, voxel volumes, scattered point data,
and others. [Lazarus et al. 1994] proposed an intuitive method that used axis
instead of a lattice, which was independent of the object and valid for any
axis. [Singh and Fiume 1998] took curve based deformations further, with
a method that allowed deforming a 3D model by manipulating parametric
NURBS curves. This method can be used for high level control to simulate
wrinkles or to drive animations.
Other geometric deformation methods related to character animation where
introduced: [Turner and Thalmann 1993] defined an elastic skin model; [Singh
et al. 1995] used implicit functions to simulate skin behavior; and [Wu et al.
1996] studied skin wrinkling. [Lewis et al. 2000] used radial basis functions
to develop a pose space deformation technique for facial skin and skeletondriven animation. [Joshi et al. 2003] proposed an automatic physically motivated segmentation that learned the controls and parameters directly from the
set of blend shapes to create facial animation. [Chang and Jenkins 2006] presented a method for articulating and posing meshes, to assist the users control
a specific rig based on 2D sketching as an interface for 3D mesh animation.
These methods provide artists with easy controls to generate animations, but
automating these procedures still requires considerable effort.

3.2.3 Physically-based
Physically-based methods simulate the visco-elastic properties of facial skin
and muscles to generate expressions and animations, and to build facial mod-
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els. The dominant technologies used in physics-based models are mass-springs
and finite element algorithms, which can be used separately or combined, depending on the intended simulation.
[Platt and Badler 1981] developed the earliest work towards 3D facial animation using a muscle-based model. They represented muscle fibres with a
mass-spring model that simulated the forces generated by muscles, and used
FACS encoding. [Waters 1987] defined three different muscles types based
on the nature of their actions: linear, sheet and sphincter. The muscles were
embedded in the surface and were independent of the bone structure, so it was
possible to transfer them to face models with different topologies. His model
represented the skin as a geometric surface with no underlying structure. Facial expressions were obtained by simple geometric deformations controllable
by a limited number of parameters, but failed to reproduce subtle skin movements. [Terzopoulos and Waters 1990] extended previous work by creating a
model with physically-based tissue and muscles based on the face anatomy,
which allowed for more realistic surface deformations. Today, many physicsbased models still follow Water’s basic principles. Other early work includes
[Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 1988; Kalra et al. 1992].
[Lee et al. 1995] constructed an anatomically motivated facial model based
on scanned data, and used a multiple-layer dynamic skin and muscle model,
together with a spring system, to deform the face surface; the model was later
driven by muscle contraction. Their approach made it hard to define accurate
muscle parameters, due to the complexity of human muscles. [Waters and
Frisbie 1995] created a muscle model for speech animation, emphasizing that
it is more productive to focus on modeling muscles instead of surfaces, as
muscles are the ones that drive facial animation. [Essa and Basu 1996; Essa
and Pentland 1997] described a system for observing facial motion by using
an optical flow method together with geometric, physical and motion-based
dynamic models, to describe the facial structure. As a result, they obtained a
parametric representation of each muscle action group and an accurate estimation of the facial motion. The tool extracted facial modeling and animation
parameters, head tracking, and real-time interactive facial animation, by measuring information from a video. The limitation of this approach is that it
considers a two dimensional finite element model for the skin, along with a
simple muscle model for actuation.
[Basu et al. 1998] described a method for tracking and reconstructing 3D
human lip motion from a video stream. They built a physically-based 3D
model of the lips and trained it to understand the motion of the lips. It used
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) to reduce the degrees of freedom to ten,
because they only had a small number of training observations. Consequentially, the method was able to track lip motion automatically by matching the
parameters of the model with the motion data from a video. [Choe and Ko
2001; Choe et al. 2001] presented a system to synthesize facial expressions
based on performer captured data. They used a 2D linear quasi-static finite
element model of the skin surface to simulate the deformation caused by the
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muscles, and the actuation of expression muscles that applied forces to the
skin surface, to control facial expressions. Artists sculpted the initial state of
the muscle actuation values. This lead to a lack of anatomical accuracy that
could produce unnatural artifacts, requiring repeated resculpting of the base
elements to produce decent results.
A promising anatomical model was described by [Kahler et al. 2001; Kahler
et al. 2002] that included different types of muscles, and the effects of bulging
and intertwining muscle fibres. The skin deformation was simulated by the
influence of the muscle contraction, which used a mass-spring system connected to the skull, muscle and skin layers. The result was an head model
suitable for real-time physics-based facial animation. [sen Tang et al. 2004]
described a NURBS muscle-based system to simulate 3D facial expressions
and talking animations. The NURBS curves represented the different face
muscles that were positioned based on anatomical knowledge. Muscle deformation was achieved by manipulating the different control points of the curve
and changing the weight distribution.
Recently, [Sifakis et al. 2005] developed one of the latest and more advanced muscle based models, which used a non-linear finite element implementation to determine accurate muscle action, captured from motion of
sparse facial markers. An interesting feature was that the muscle actions can
interact with the environment, so the muscle forces can be combined with
external forces, like the impact of a colliding object, and modify the final appearance of the face. The method showed the success of performance-driven
animation, but it is not clear if it can handle anatomically inaccurate models.
Also, some improvements can be done to increase realism, like including a
skeleton structure and more accurate lip deformation data.

3.2.4 Performance-driven
Facial performance-driven (or motion capture) technology allows capturing
the complex movements of a human face. These movements are recorded
as animation data, which are then mapped to a 3D model and reproduced
to animate synthetic characters. This concept is similar to an older animation
technique called rotoscopy, where animators trace, frame by frame, live action
film movements and use it as a guide for hand drawing animation [Laybourne
1998].
Performance-driven methods use both image and geometry manipulation
techniques. Early attempts go back to [Waters 1987; Lee et al. 1993; Lee et al.
1995], where it was possible to digitize facial geometry through the use of
scanning range sensors, create a structure facial mesh and animate it through
the dynamic simulation of facial tissues and muscles. These advancements
led to further research related to motion estimation from video. The first approach was introduced by [Williams 1990], who presented a method for tracking and acquiring facial expressions of human faces from a video stream and
applied the data extracted to computer generated faces. [Guenter et al. 1998]

3.2 Background
extended previous work to recover data from multiple video streams and for
capturing 3D geometry, color and shading information of human facial expressions. Most methods track facial markers placed on an actor, recover the
2D or 3D position of the markers, and animate a 3D mesh using the captured
data. Usually, these methods need that the shape of the actor closely resembles
the target face, otherwise retargeting [Fidaleo et al. 2000; Chai et al. 2003]
must be used to correctly map the movements between source and target data.
Marker-based motion capture systems support between 30-160 markers on
the face, resulting in a very sparse representation of the movements. While
this sparse information works well for capturing the motion of rigid objects, it
is not very effective for capturing the subtleties of expressive deformable surfaces, like the face. The limitations of marker-based systems have encouraged
the development of a variety of markless motion capture systems [Blanz et al.
2003] and facial feature tracking from video using complex models [Reveret
and Essa 2001; Hyneman et al. 2005].
Many performance-driven techniques have emerged, leading to the development of specialized applications, including: optical flow, which uses two or
more cameras to triangulate between natural surface features and reconstruct
surface geometry, but results might need extensive manual cleaning, because
it is difficult to capture tiny surfaces features [Borshukov et al. 2003]; and
image analysis, which uses one ore more camera views to analyze a scene
and identify the character poses previously stored in the system. The derived
poses are used to control the synthetic character, but these poses are limited
to predefined information as the system doesn’t capture the performer’s actions [Pavey 2007]. Motion capture technology is changing dramatically and
new methods continue to appear [Zhang et al. 2004; Borshukov et al. 2006].
Recent advances show that performance-driven techniques are being used in
combination with other animation approaches, like blend shape [Deng et al.
2006], providing artists with the possibility to locally control the animations
and generate more convincing results.
Today, nothing is more natural than the actual expressions created by real
people. If such performance is accurately captured and reproduced the results
can be very lifelike. Thus, methods based on performance-driven data can
generate realistic facial motion, but continue to be expensive to use and more
suited for human beings than imaginary characters. Some other limitations
remain unsolved, like how to accurately capture the inside of the lips.
Last, comparing the films The Polar Express (2004), completely generated
with motion capture, and The Incredibles (2004), which combined motion
capture with traditional animation techniques, we can appreciate that the combination of keyframe animation and motion capture produces better results,
because the creative freedom to manipulate the character remains in control
of the artists. Performance-driven methods will continue to improve using
machine learning or interpolation techniques, and will complement current
animation and rigging techniques [Pighin and Lewis 2006].
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3.2.5 Retargeting
The concept of retargeting is related to the synthesis of facial motion by
reusing existing data. Consists on directly mapping motion from a source to a
target model of different proportions, where the source data has to be adapted
to the target model shape, making the target animatable. The name was first
introduced by [Gleicher 1998], who presented a method for adapting motion
capture data from one character to another, which share the same structure
but might have different sizes. The method was well suited for human body
structures, but wasn’t prepared to capture the subtleties of facial motion because it lacked facial structure. However, this concept was earlier presented
by [Lee et al. 1995], who developed a method that mapped videorecorded performance of one individual to another, generating a detailed 3D texture face
mesh for the target identity. [DeCarlo et al. 1998] constructed smooth face
models based on facial anthropometric techniques. Retargeting takes one step
further the use of performance-driven methods, as it allows mapping the motion of a performer in characters with dissimilar shape, proportions, resolution
and appearance. A wide variety of facial retargeting methods appeared based
on motion data analysis or facial parametrization. These methods are classified into explicit and implicit parameterization.
Explicit parameterization relies on direct correspondence of a specific set
of parameters defined in the source and target models, in order to transfer
information like motion capture data between them. Usually, the method
starts by defining key facial features and establishing the correspondence between source and target models. Then, the displacements vectors from the
source data (i.e., position of the motion capture markers) are normalized in
orientation and magnitude to match the target model’s shape and proportions. Last, the remaining vertices of the target model (i.e., vertices that don’t
have a marker associated to it) are calculated using a scatter data interpolation method [Amidror 2002]. Different warping methods have been used as
kernel functions to produce the smoothest and best approximation of the intermediate vertices [Litwinowicz and Williams 1994]. [Noh and Neumann
2001] proposed a method for cloning facial expression of an existing model
on a new model. The movements of the source face were expressed as motion
vectors applied to the mesh vertices and morphed using a radial basis function
(RBF). The motion vectors were transferred from the source model vertices
to the corresponding target model vertices. The initial correspondence was
defined by manually positioning key points in both source and target models.
To obtain an accurate animation in the target model, the magnitude and direction of the transferred motion vectors were properly adjusted to fit the target
shape. Another approach similar in concept was introduced by [Pandzic 2003]
that consisted in copying facial motion from one 3D face model to another,
while preserving motion with the MPEG-4 FBA (Facial and Body Animation) encoding standard [Pandzic and Forchheimer 2002]. Facial motion was
obtained by calculating the difference of the 3D vertex positions between the
animated source face and the neutral source face. The facial motion was then

3.2 Background
added to the vertex positions of the target, resulting in the animated target
face. Many other applications follow these approaches [Pyun et al. 2006;
Fratarcangeli et al. 2007], but most of them make no attempt to analyze the
appearance of the data, focusing only on transferring the motion information,
which is not enough to reproduce every expression a face can accomplish. To
overcome this limitation, some retargeting methods decided to include in the
transfer values associated to the physical appearance of the face, to produce a
more accurate deformation result. These additional parameters were defined
on the mesh and on the underlying structure of the face, creating an additional
layer of control: like the one described by FACS [Ekman and Friesen 1978]
that related the muscle surfaces to the movements of the skin surface, based
on muscle parameters; or like [Ishikawa et al. 1998], that built a complex
physically-based model of the performer and estimated the muscle contractions to accurately deform the skin surface, to be able to match the data in
the correspondent inner structure of the target model. [Kahler et al. 2002]
differed from the previous approaches because they presented a construction
and deformation method for transferring the human head anatomical structure, instead of just the motion data. Their head model included landmarks
in the skin and skull and was prepared for physically-based animations. With
their technique, it is possible to adapt a predefined muscle and bone structure into different models. As a result, all head models share the same set of
parameters, enabling reuse of existing animation scripts.
On the other hand, implicit parameterization focus on analyzing the motion
data by studying the relation between the different shapes of a model. A shape
is a pose of a model and interpolating different shapes results in animation.
This is called blend shape and is a very common approach among artists. To
successfully map the animations between source and target models, it is crucial that both models have the same corresponding shapes. Then, it is a matter of transferring the weights associated to a shape along a period of time, to
generate the appropriate motion in the target model. For example, the weights
from a specific shape from the source model are directly applied to the corresponding shape on the target model, producing an equivalent facial pose; the
weight is the amount of deformation that is applied to a specific shape. [Kouadio et al. 1998] proposed a method that captured live facial expressions from
the performance of a an actor and used them to animate a synthetic character
in real-time. The mapping of the motion was done using a bank of expressions that allowed generating subtle movements, which were more dependent
on the characteristics of the model itself. The deformations of the model were
obtained without any additional information on how the model should move.
They used explicit parameterization to map the markers of the motion capture
data to the target model. Instead of using scatter data interpolation to determine the position of the remaining vertices, they used a bank of 3D models of
basic facial expressions of the target model. As the sparse and dense version
of the model were the same, correspondence was maintained and animations
retargeted. [Pighin et al. 1999; Pighin et al. 2006] presented a technique that
consisted on interactively marking corresponding facial features in several
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photographs of a person, deforming a generic face model using radial basis
function and interpolating the different poses. [Chuang and Bregler 2002]
presented a method that used a combination of motion capture data and blend
shape interpolation. The artist created the blend shape models, guaranteing
that the shapes will nicely mix during animation, while motion capture data
is used to drive the facial movements, rather than animated by hand. The
drawback of the method is that modeling each shape by hand is crucial for the
success of this technique, which is a very time-consuming task.
Usually, explicit parameterization is by far the most common approach
used for retargeting. Choosing the appropriate parameterization is what distinguishes the different techniques and defines how useful each one is. Implicit parameterization is more intuitive for artists, because it follows the traditional way they animate.

3.3 Facial Parameterization
The parameterization process consists on defining an optimal set of parameters that can be used to control facial movements. It is a way of abstracting the
shape or movements of the face model, so an artist can easily create motion:
parameters become puppeteer handles that help animate the face. Parameters
can also be used to obtain information from video analysis, to reconstruct a
head or to transfer animations between different models. Using parameters
instead of the complete geometry or image information, leads to number of
benefits: a facial expression can be determined by a small number of parameters; artists can work on a higher level of control, instead of manipulating the
geometry directly; expressions can be transferred between characters because
they share the same configuration; and others. Research has shown that an
ideal parameterization does not exist: it is difficult to satisfy all user demands
for a broad range of facial applications. Considering the following issues
helps define an efficient parameterization:
Environment: determine the purpose of the parameterization. It can be for
generating animations for films, capturing data to be used in videogames,
physical simulation of the head, controlling a character in real-time,
tracking facial features from a video sequence, etc.;
Appearance and behavior: define the range of possible faces and expressions. Determine if the parameterization is flexible enough to deal with
all the different looks: from realistic human faces to cartoon characters
with exaggerated features and motion. Parameterization becomes more
complex when the range of acceptable faces is wider;
Usability: define an intuitive way of controlling the parameters, making sure
that it can represent all required facial configurations.

3.3 Facial Parameterization
Developing an optimal parametrization is a difficult task. Once we choose
the purpose of the parameterization and the key features, it is critical to evaluate if the set of parameters can perform the complete range of required facial
expressions. [Parke 1974] created the first facial parametric model that allowed direct creation of facial deformation by defining ad hoc parameters or
by deriving parameters from the structure and anatomy of the face. [Ekman
and Friesen 1978] defined the Facial Action Coding System (FACS)1 to describe and measure facial behaviors. FACS was not created for animation; it
is a system for evaluating the human facial expressions that are later coded in
basic facial movements, called Action Units (AUs). FACS became a popular
standard used to systematically categorize the physical expressions of emotions and it is currently used by animators and psychologists. There are 66
AUs that represent contractions or relaxation of one or more muscles. For
example, AU 43 represents eyes closed, which is a relaxation of the muscles
Levator palpebrae superioris and Orbicularis oculi.
Today, facial animation parameterization varies greatly between applications. Isolating the appropriate parameters to control and animate the face is
complex but fundamental. There are two main parameterization approaches:
feature based and muscle based.

3.3.1 Feature Based Parametrization
Feature based parameterization uses the empirical study of the face to determine the set of parameters. When a new expression is required, a new
parameter is added. The first approach was by [Parke 1974], who in addition
to empirical studies of human faces, used traditional hand drawing animation to select the parameters. He defined two groups of facial parameters:
expression parameters, which control expressions, and conformation parameters, which define the basic appearance [Parke 1982]. Motion was generated
by interpolating the vertex position of the parameters over time, where each
parameter specified an interpolation value between two extreme positions of
the face model. Later, [Guenter et al. 1998; Guenter et al. 2005] presented a
method that used a large set of feature points on the face to accurately track
the three dimensional deformations of the face. The feature point was linked
to the closest control point of the face geometry, so changing the feature point
position caused deformation on the face model. There is also feature point
implementations in the MPEG-4 standard [Koenen 2002], although it makes
a distinction between facial definition parameters (FDP) and facial animation
parameters (FAP), where FDP define the shape of the face and FAP control the
animation. MPEG-4 does not define the mapping between the feature points
and the skin geometry deformation that generates motion. This is left to be
implemented by the applications.
1 http://wwww.face-and-emotion.com
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3.3.2 Muscle Based Parameterization
Muscle based parameterization became a popular method to define face deformation, because of its ability to manipulate facial geometry based on simulating the characteristics of the muscles. It uses anatomical knowledge of
the face to define shape and motion. But this approach is hard to animate, because the face has many muscles that need to be controlled to obtain a realistic
movement. So, it needs a higher level layer linked to the muscles, which simplifies the animation control interface. FACS is the basis for further muscle
based parameterization research. [Platt and Badler 1981] introduced a method
for internal representation and simulation of the face, where the muscle and
skin layer were conceptually separated and the muscle didn’t have an actual
geometry. The skin deformation was not directly specified; it emerged from
forces acting on the skin layer, applied by attached virtual muscles. For instance, wrinkles appeared automatically without explicit modeling. [Waters
1987; Waters 1989] developed a facial tissue model articulated by synthetic
muscles, which provided a tool for observing, analyzing and predicting soft
tissue mobility on the face. This lead to different facial animation applications, which didn’t require predefining the performable actions [Waters 1992].
[Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 1988] presented a system that used Abstract Muscle Action (AMA) procedures, which defined different muscle actions to create expressions. Later, [Terzopoulos and Waters 1990] presented a method
that incorporated approximation to facial tissue and a set of anatomicallymotivated facial muscle actuators. It also estimated muscle contraction from
video sequences of human faces performing expressive articulations. [Lee
et al. 1995] extended this method by specifying the width of the muscle, allowing the muscle to follow the shape of the skull when a movement is detected. Their deformation process was able to match a generic head model to
individual head geometry.

3.3.3 The MPEG-4
The MPEG-4 Facial Animation2 specification extended previous approaches
and was the first facial control parameterization to be standardized into MPEG4 FAB (Face and Body Animation) [Pandzic and Forchheimer 2002; Koenen
2002]. The standard is used for academic research and for commercial applications. Mark Sagar pioneered the use of FACS for facial animation in the
entertainment insdustry. He developed a motion capture system that conveyed
and translated subtle expressions from an actor’s performance to the face of
the synthetic character, which was used on King Kong (2005), Monster House
(2006) and other films [Sagar 2006]. The Fraunhofer HHI 3 developed an advanced video conference system using MPEG-4 that is able to encode head
and shoulder image sequences at bitrates of 1 kbits/s. The 3D models are used
to represent the person in the scene and the MPEG-4 specification animation
2 http://www.cselt.it/mpeg
3 http://www.hhi.fraunhofer.de
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parameters define temporal changes of facial expressions. The range of applications that use some kind of parameterization is constantly growing and
novel techniques continue to emerge. Xface 4 is a set of open source tools for
creating and editing MPEG-4 and keyframe based 3D talking heads [Balci
2004].

3.4 Entertainment Industry: in-house tools
Through our contacts with major film and videogame companies, we discovered that currently there is no automated solution for rigging a facial character. Most companies develop their own in-house tools to speed up the rigging
process, but still, at least 50% of the work has to be done manually. Usually, for main characters, such as Shrek (2001) or King Kong (2005), that
need to perform very detailed deformation to convey subtle emotions, the rig
is completely customized, and specific techniques are implemented to fulfill
the Technical Director’s requirements. For secondary characters, the rigging
process combines scripting and hand tuning to speed up some tasks like animation transfer, but if the characters are very dissimilar the scripts cannot be
reused.
An average 90 minute animated film, such as Over the Edge (2006), has
at least 50% of animations that render the face, with an average of 40 characters, where 5 are main characters and the rest are divided in two levels of
secondary characters. To create the character setup of these 3D models, large
animation studios employ about 10 professionals, with smaller studios employing between 2 to 3 professionals. It takes from 1 to 4 weeks to create a
sophisticated character rig for one model starting from scratch.

3.4.1 Film Industry
In The Incredibles (2004), Pixar created a muscle-skin system that supported
wild cartoony distortion of the face and squash-and-stretch movements (see
figure 3.2). They also developed a statistical modeling technique, because the
simulations would not run fast enough for animators to see the results in realtime. Pixar created a variety of rig templates to support the different behaviors: characters with super powers had a rig that allowed squash-and-stretch
movements, while characters in the real world had a different rig limited to
normal movements that obeyed the laws of physics. Some characters ended
up having multiple rigs to accomplish all the behaviors they had to perform.
Every rig template was based on a multitude of deformers tied to macrocontrollers, which allowed animators to manipulate all parts of the face. They
also developed a variety of deformers to satisfy specific situations, like the
Elastigirl parachute rig. The animation process started by defining the type of
rig the character was going to use. Then, they built the musculature on top
4 http://xface.itc.it
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Figure 3.2: Different facial rigs were created to control the characters and
produce different effects, such as squash-and-stretch. Images show the main
characters: Mr. Incredible, Violet, Dash, Elastigirl and Jack-Jack. (Copyright
2004 Walt Disney Pictures / Pixar Animation Studios)
of the rig with skin that slid over the muscles, following traditional muscleskin animation techniques [Kahler et al. 2001]. Last, artists manipulated the
animation controls to create the desired motion [Russ 2004; Kerlow 2004].
In King Kong (2005), facial animation was achieved by combining motion
editing, using the MoCap system, and keyframe animation. Weta Digital implemented motion capture analysis and mapping techniques to successfully
translate from the most ferocious to the most subtle of Andy Serki’s facial expressions to the face of King Kong (see figure 3.3). Standard motion capture

Figure 3.3: Actor Andy Serki performing King Kong facial expressions wearing 132 facial markers (left); after polishing the motion capture data the animations were mapped to King Kong (middle); mapping the actor’s facial
expression to King Kong (right top); King Kong rig controls for keyframe
animation (right bottom). (Copyright 2005 Weta Digital)
techniques were very unstable, due to the complexity of King Kong’s facial
geometry and the subtlety of the markers displacement error. The MoCap
motion capture system is based on Mark Sagar’s technology [Sagar 2006]. To
achieve the extreme realistic expressions of a giant gorilla that the film re-

3.4 Entertainment Industry: in-house tools
quired, the rig of King Kong included: a great number of animation controls
that were preset on the creature, which simulated muscle movements and facial expressions; and a sub-system that allowed manually adjusting the animation after mapping the motion capture data. Animating the big ape started by
attaching by hand 132 reflective markers to Andy Serki’s face. Then, the motion capture data was translated to an analytical model of King Kong’s face,
to create facial movements. Next, the animation system compared equivalent expressions between the actor and King Kong, decomposed the motion
capture data into muscle behavior and mapped it to King Kong’s face. This
allowed animators to manipulate parts of King Kong’s face while retaining
the integrity of the live performance. Last, the final touch that gave King
Kong that supreme realism was achieved by keyframe animation, because the
MoCap system was unable to capture the subtleties of the facial movements,
such as the special behavior of the eyes and jaw that were key for conveying
King Kong’s emotions. [Fordham 2006b]
In Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (2006), ILM used their
iMoCap motion capture system and developed a tool called Blockparty to
animate the facial models (see figure 3.4). The goal of Blockparty was to

Figure 3.4: Actor Bill Nighy enacts his role in the ILM iMoCap suit, with
facial makeup, horizontal bands and tracking markers (left); character Davy
Jones reproducing the same facial expression (middle); render of Davy Jones
including: viewpaint, lighting and compositing layers with cephalopod skin
textures (right). (Copyright 2006 Disney Enterprises Inc. and Jerry Bruckheimer Inc. Photo credit: Industrial Light and Magic)
speed up the rigging process for all the secondary characters (specially the
crew from the Flying Dutchman) and to animate Davy Jones. Blockparty
automated 60% of the rigging job by automatically placing the character’s
skeleton and muscles in the creatures models. However, artists had to rig
by hand the additional elements needed to control the subtleties of the facial
model. Transferring animations from Bill Nighy (actor) to the 3D characters
(Davy Jones and secondary characters) involved several steps: creating the
rigs for each model; tracking the iMoCap performance; translating the actor’s
performance to the 3D models; and finally, extra cleaning and tuning to adjust
the motion capture data to the different characters. As the actor and the models where of very different proportions and even shapes, the system used an
interpretative process: it had to understand the intent of the action and what
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feeling the actor was transmitting, in order to correctly reproduce the facial
movements in the 3D model [Fordham 2006a; Jason Smith 2006].

3.4.2 Videogame Industry
In the videogame Tiger Woods PGA Tour ’07, Electronic Arts Ucap (Universal Capture) technology creates the most lifelike character model in gaming.
It combines head scanning, motion capture and video capture to add highfidelity animations to the real-time interactive videogame (see figure 3.5).
Standard motion capture technology couldn’t be used, because it misses out
all the wrinkling and creasing a face does when it moves, and it wouldn’t
capture the movement of the eyes to add that extra realism and emotion. The
animating process starts with a 3D scan of Tiger Woods head, to keep the
in-game 3D model with the exact physical proportions of the real life Tiger
Woods. Then, 80 markers are carefully set on the golfer’s face to place him
in the Ucap stage. The stage consists of 20 motion capture cameras, 3 video
cameras, 2 microphones and a bunch halogen lights. Last, the captured data
is mapped to Tiger Woods 3D model facial rig created in Maya. It uses a
bone-driven rig: one bone per marker and additional bones for mouth/tongue
tracking. Each bone is weighted by an artist using a standard skinning process.
This method is very accurate in all areas of the face, except for the interior
contour of the lips that has to be adjusted manually by an animator. The addition of animated facial textures to the motion capture data is the key element
to reproduce the subtle changes of the face. Tiger Woods facial animation required a very specialized team to be able to process the motion capture data,
clean up the video data, process the audio and then put everything together in
the rig to integrate it into the game. Using Ucap in videogames with a large
number or characters, such as FIFA or NBA Live, wouldn’t be feasible in the
short term, because it is still a slow and laborious process. [Borshukov et al.
2006; Miller 2006]

Figure 3.5: Head scan of Tiger Woods using Ucap technology (left); 80 tiny
markers carefully set on real-life Tiger Woods (middle); screenshot of Tiger
Woods PGA Tour ’07 (right). (Copyright 2007 Electronic Arts)

3.5 Free and Proprietary Applications

3.5 Free and Proprietary Applications
We found a number of components already in the market, free or proprietary,
developed from academic or industry background, which provide some of the
tools needed to create the data workflow required to develop facial animation of a virtual character. Most of the software applications that perform
automated facial analysis and animation are of extremely low quality and are
only used in videogames or web applications. Solutions based on motion capture show outstanding results to be used in films, but are yet far from being
automated into an animation pipeline and far from being free of tuning after capturing the performer’s actions. None of these applications completely
solve the problem of automatic facial rigging of arbitrary characters.

3.5.1 Facial Rigging
Face Robot5 (2006) by Softimage, is the first and only commercial facial animation software with lifelike quality that assists the rigging of a character. It
reduces the preparation time of 3D models and allows animators to concentrate on sculpting the details of every expression. The technology behind the
toolset is a soft tissue solver, which creates organic skin movements when the
animator manipulates the animation controls. This application has a major
drawback: it forces production studios to adapt their pipeline to the workflow
defined by Face Robot. It is very rigid and requires setting up by hand some
software components. Face Robot is able to produce astonishing results, only
when using its predefined technology: artists cannot define their own facial
rig, so it is impossible to reuse custom made rigs in different characters. Also,
it is impossible to automatically transfer a custom facial rig, severely limiting
the usability of the application.

3.5.2 Facial Synthesis
Some applications related to facial animation, but not aimed at automating the
facial rigging process include:
ProFACE 6 (Famous 3D): is a standalone application to capture facial expressions and lip-sync that allows animating faces using either voice,
video and motion capture. To obtain appealing results, users have to
manually define the areas of the face that may be moved independently
and blended to create complex expressions.
FaceGen 7 (Singular Inversions): is a standalone parametric face modelling
software that allows creating faces from one or more photographs, or at
5 http://www.softimage.com
6 http://www.famous3d.com
7 http://www.facegen.com
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random. It allows customizing the face model by race, age and gender
based on statistical technology. It includes a set of facial expressions,
phonemes and modifiers to control the face model, which can be imported into a 3D animation software to create animations.
LIFESTUDIO:HEAD 8 (Lifemode Interactive): is a standalone application or plug-in for Maya and 3D Studio Max that allows real-time lipsynching based on manipulative phonic structures. It can be applied to
human or fantasy head models.
Facial Studio 9 (Di-O-Matic): is a standalone application or 3D Studio Max
plug-in that helps create 3D face models. It has over 500 predefined
controls that assist the creation process. It allows deforming anything
from the eyes, nose, mouth, jaw, chin, ears, cheeks, forehead, eyebrows
to the overall head shape, including teeth and tongue, as well as controlling the shading, the textures, the wrinkles deformations and the
muscles animation.
Visage Interactive 10 (Visage Technology): is a set of interactive tools that
produce character animation. The application prepares the face models
for animation using a Facial Motion Cloning (FMC) technology, based
on the MPEG-4 standard. It automatically produces 86 standard shapes
that are used for further animation. This technology comes from academic research.
Face FX 11 (oc3 Entertainment): is a system for creating realistic facial
animation from audio files. Allows artists to model facial expressions
and create different character setups. It is used mainly for videogames.

3.6 Brief History of Facial Animation
We look back over the last 35 years of facial animation research, and see how
and when it was embraced by the entertainment industry.

1970s: The beginning of facial animation research
• First parameterized facial model [Parke 1972].
• Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [Ekman and Friesen 1978].
• Muscle-based systems use a subset of FACS.
8 http://www.lifemi.com
9 http://www.di-o-matic.com
10 http://www.visagetechnologies.com
11 http://www.oc3ent.com
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1980s: Birth of production studios
• Early 1980s, SIGGRAPH starts to really take off.
• New production studios start to appear, but only a few will survive.
• Bifurcation of development effort can be detected between academic research, who focus on developing new methods, publish and understand
current problems; and production studio development, whose main goal
is to get the job done, survive and if possible make some money.
• Graphics software comes to the market. Wavefront produces the very
first commercially available 3D animation system to run on off-theshelf hardware, followed by Autodesk Animator.
• New muscle-based models [Badler and Platt 1981; Waters 1987].
• Tony de Peltrie (1985) is the first short animated film to use a parameterized facial model.
• Tin Toy Boy (1988) by Pixar wins an Oscar for best animated short film.
• Development of the abstract muscle action model (AMA) by [MagnenatThalmann et al. 1988].
• The Abyss (1989) is released; a film based on an underwater creature
that interacts with live characters.
• SIGGRAPH’89 presents a facial animation tutorial, where a simple parameterized model is released to the public domain.

1990s: Facial animation activity explodes
• Creation of facial animation standard: MPEG-4 Facial Model Coding
[Haratasch and Ostermann 1997; Ostermann 1998].
• Real-time speech synchronization [Bregler et al. 1997].
• Increased understanding of facial expressions [Noh and Neumann 1998].
• Facial animation is used as agents/avatars in interfaces [Cassell et al.
1994; Pelachaud and Poggi 1998].
• Casper (1995) is the first movie where the main actor is created exclusively using digital facial animation.
• Pixar releases Toy Story (1995), where all characters are synthetic.
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• Computer facial animation techniques become a key storytelling component: Dragonheart (1996), Geri’s Game (1997), A Bug’s Life (1998),
Antz (1998), Stuart Little (1999), Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom
Menace (1999).

2000s: Commercial success
• Synthetic characters take the leading role in films and videogames:
2001: Final Fantasy, Shrek, Jimmy Neutron, Monsters Inc., LOTR:
FOTR;
2002: LOTR:TTT, Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones, Ice Age;
2003: LOTR: ROTK, The Hulk, The Matrix Reloaded, The Matrix Revolutions;
2004: Polar Express, Shark Tale, The Incredibles, Shrek 2;
2005: Madagascar, Robots, Chicken Little, King Kong, Star Wars Episode
III: Revenge of the Sith;
2006: Monster House, Over the Hedge, Happy Feet, Ice Age 2, Nightmare Before Christmas In 3D;
2007: 300, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Shrek the Third, and at least
10 other films.
• Exponential growth of the entertainment industry.
• Facial animation is adapted by other sectors, like the medical and forensic industries [Kahler et al. 2003].
• Anatomical representation of the human head that improves existing
muscle models [Kahler et al. 2002; Kahler 2003].
• Facial animation systems advance: physically-based simulations [Sifakis
et al. 2005], performance-driven [Sagar 2006] and retargeting [Noh and
Neumann 2001].

3.7 The Future of Facial Animation
Facial animation research is oriented towards getting better models and tools
to control the face, to provide subtle and realistic detail. An interesting direction is to add a new natural language abstraction layer on top of current
animation controls, to allow creating expressions through direct input of the
Director or based on the environment, rather than requiring an animator to
manipulate the controls. [Kondo et al. 2005] presented a framework where
the directable animation is created with animator-specified keyframes and the
motion trajectory of the deformable object, while maintaining a plausible realism. Their work does not include study of facial animations, so further
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research is needed to extend the framework to support more general and complex objects.
Besides the sophisticated applications that continue to emerge related to
the entertainment and medical industries, there is an increased interest for
new approaches in human-computer interaction, like research on embodied
conversational agents and affective computing. The goal is to develop systems capable of detecting, processing and appropriately respond to the user’s
emotions. [Anderson and McOwan 2006] developed a fully automated realtime expression recognition system capable of distinguish between a range
of expressions. The interaction between the user and the virtual agent is key
for a sucessfull communication. The characters have to show a socio-emotive
and socio-cultural response and be fully integrated in the scenario, so their
facial model, expressions, visual style and personality play a vital role [Krenn
et al. 2004]. For additional research on this area refer to [Ochs et al. 2005;
Pelachaud 2005; Gulz and Haake 2006]. Also, using machine learning in
data-driven approaches for facial synthesis is increasing and offers challenging research opportunities.
Consequently, for films and videogames, emotion seems to be the next big
frontier. With the contribution of artificial intelligence (AI) methods, characters will be able to simulate complex behaviors emphasizing essential human
qualities like reasoning, problem solving, learning via concept formation and
other aptitudes related to what we call intelligence [Loyall and Bates 1997;
Strong et al. 2007]. Before integrating AI into current facial synthesis techniques, it is important to understand the different viewpoints of animators
and AI researchers when judging the quality of animations, and try to bridge
the gap: animators care about the visual result, appropriate timing and clear
expression of the emotions, while researchers care about following a logical
representation of the data.

3.7.1 Facial Rigging and Unexplored Subjects
There are still several important unexplored issues related to facial rigging,
like mapping of the human face physical behavior into arbitrary objects, facial
puppeteering and the use of non-linear rigs [Pighin and Lewis 2006].
Transferring the facial rig to arbitrary 3D models remains a challenge: by
arbitrary we mean any 3D object that doesn’t resemble a human face, like
a can, a plane or a lamp, but expresses itself as a talking head. Physicallybased methods adds extra realism to animated objects. Mapping human facial
expressions performance into any type of expressive digital object without a
predefined face, will increase the believability of the character. To achieve a
convincing result, the performance of the source model should adapt to the
target, but most important, must respect the physics of the target model.
The artists method of choice for rigging and animating a face model is
usually linear blend shape. This technique by itself doesn’t provide sufficient
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detail to generate the subtle motion of real faces. Also, retargeting linear rigs
normally constrains the results to the morphology of the target model. So
non-linear rigs become necessary: they enable to adjust the blending weight
and deform the geometry of the source model to the topology of the target,
allowing the greatest generality and fidelity of the final results. Thus, it is
required research of new methods for retargeting this type of rigs.
Above all, the main research goal is to dramatically decrease the time
needed to go from modeling to animation, while maintaining the artist’s freedom and face model requirements, and still generate high quality results.

Chapter 4
System Description
Reproducing the subtleties of a face through animation requires developing
a sophisticated character rig. But, creating by hand the inner structure and
controls of each character is a very labor-intensive and time-consuming task.
Our application automatically transfers the rig and animations between characters, at least an order of magnitude faster than traditional manual rigging.
It is independent of the appearance or shape of the model, so rig transfer between dissimilar characters is feasible. Artists can create their own rigs and
are not forced to use predefined ones. As a result, motionless and inanimate
faces come to life with the help of our technology. The system is divided into:
rig definition, rig transfer and motion synthesis. We integrated these steps
into a prototype system developed in Autodesk Maya 7.0 to demonstrate its
usability, flexibility, speed and the quality of the results. The 3D models of
this chapter were created by the film company Dygrafilms, who has also supervised the results and provided valuable feedback to improve the workflow
of the application. After reading this chapter you should have a complete
knowledge of the technology of our portable facial rigging system.

4.1 Problem Statement
The entertainment industry is the main driver for the development of advanced
computer facial animation systems. This dissertation deals with the necessity
of accelerating the rigging process for film and videogame productions, while
keeping the cinematographic quality and real-time response. Today, facial
animation is done manually by skilled artists, who carefully place and manipulate the animation controls to create the desired motion. As models become
more and more complex, it is increasingly difficult to define a consistent rig
that can work well for many different characters. So each facial rig has to
be created individually by hand. This traditional method ensures high quality results, but it is slow and costly. Large film and videogame companies
can afford hiring lots of artists, but this is not feasible for low budget produc-
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tions. It takes an experienced digital artist from one to four weeks to create
a complete facial rig, depending on its complexity. But if any change must
be applied to an already created rig , the rigging process has to restart. Facial
rigging becomes a serious bottleneck in any CG production.
Existing facial animation methods, like motion capture, can produce photorealistic results and speed up the animation process, but are unable to adapt
the performance to dissimilar characters. The captured animation will look
the same in all models, ignoring their different appearances. Our application
overcomes this problem because it adapts the inner structure of the characters
to the shape and facial features of the models. This allows creating and reproducing animations that respect the style and expressiveness of each character,
making them unique. Motion capture focus on analyzing what data to transfer, while our approach focus on what data to transfer and how to represent it.
Unlike prior work related to morphing [Blanz and Vetter 1999] and retargeting
[Noh and Neumann 2001] that focused only on transferring animations, we
transfer the complete facial setup in addition to animations. Previous methods
do not deal directly with the artists needs, and most are oriented towards human look. Our approach is general, so artists can define their own rig and then
quickly apply it to different models, even with disparate proportions and appearance (human, cartoon or fantasy). This gives artists complete freedom to
manipulate the characters: they can create new animations and not be limited
by pregenerated ones.

4.2 Our Solution
Our research can be summarized with the following question:

what if... we want to use the rig created
for one character in other characters?

We propose easy integration of facial rigs into traditional animation pipelines,
which is a non-trivial task. We have developed a facial rigging system that automatically transfers a rig between dissimilar characters. It is 90-99% faster
than traditional manual rigging. The system is capable of preserving the models visual look and its distinctive characteristics during animation. Artists can
complete in one hour, tasks that before took them at one to two weeks; something like changing the weights, modifying an animation control position or
transferring animations between characters can be achieved “instantly”.
The rest of the chapter describes our proposal and the main problems we
had to overcome.

4.3 Challenges in Facial Animation

4.3 Challenges in Facial Animation
The face and the facial expressions are fundamental for conveying emotions,
so videogames and films require believable facial animation. But generating
realistic face movements is hard. Arriving at a unified, elegant, easy to use
and flexible rig structure is often complex and time-consuming. Developing
a portable character rigging system entails facing many technical and artistic
problems. We focus on finding a solution to the technical problems.

4.3.1 Artistic Problems
Creating convincing and appealing facial expressions, like smiling or blinking, seems simple in concept. But, it requires deep understanding of the incredibly complex system that lies beneath a face and very good knowledge
of animation principals, to perfectly reproduce facial movements that look
realistic. Such realism is constrained by two main factors:
• inconsistency of facial movements: humans are very talented in identifying unnatural behavior, due to their everyday familiarity and sensitivity to facial appearance. Non-realistic animations will generate in the
audience unpleasant and sometimes repulsive feelings, disturbing the
visual perception;
• diversity of faces: human faces have different facial features that emphasize their uniqueness, caused by the variation in size and proportions of their bones and muscles. On the other hand, cartoons or fantastic creatures might not follow a human structure definition, which
increases the diversity range.
The uniqueness of faces makes facial synthesis so challenging. The smallest anomaly in the face shape, proportion, skin texture or movement is immediately detected and classified as incorrect (see section 3.1 for discussion on
the Uncanny Valley hypothesis). To obtain good animations, it is necessary to
create a facial rig with the right controls to reproduce every subtle movement
of the face. Artists can control the rig by a puppet-like interface of the model
that deforms the surface. To create believable facial poses, all controls must
react as one and correctly mix each movement in every region of the face.
The quality of animations depends on the character rig created for the face
model. But our technology has proved to be independent of the quality and the
shape of the rig. If the quality of the source rig is low, the rig and animation
transfer to the target model is still successful, but the results are of comparable
quality. Then, defining the visual appearance of the face model is limited only
by the artistic skills.
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4.3.2 Technological Problems
The rig allows artists to edit the model using a set of controls, instead of
having to position each vertex of the surface on the desired location. Today,
most rigging systems present some of the following technical problems:

• no standard: artists do not follow a formal criteria or methodology
when creating a rig; they do whatever “feels right”, so all rigs end up
being different. Defining a standard would help create a solid platform
for artists to build upon;
• changing the geometry or resolution: it is very common to change the
face model during production, to improve the deformation details or
simply because it looks better. Any minor modification in the model
surface (a bigger nose, more resolution around the lips) after the character is rigged, causes the rigging process to restart;
• reusing weight maps: the weight distribution defined for one character
will not work on others. If it is not possible to reassign the appropriate weights in the new model, the resulting animation will present undesirable deformations, specially if the models differ in geometry and
proportions;
• number of shapes: many productions use rigs based on hundreds of
shapes. Usually, too many shapes make it hard to use the rig. Likewise,
if a shape is added during production it can generate two problems: the
shape conflicts with existing animations, making it necessary to rework
some shots; or the new shape does not mix nicely with the the others;
• preserving a consistent look: placing by hand the animation controls
leads to different artistic interpretations of where to position each element of the rig. This makes it difficult to easily reproduce the same
facial pose between different characters. Consequently, it becomes hard
to guarantee a consistent look throughout the production;
• complexity of the UI: artists place many controls to handle every region
of the face and reproduce the subtleties of each expression. If controls
are not efficiently organized in a few layers, it can lead to an extremely
complex UI with a steep learning curve. It will take animators too much
time to master the UI;
• adding rig controls: a rig usually goes through multiple iterations before an animator starts working on it. It is very common to change
animation controls or add new ones during production. This leads the
rig to be readjusted and tested, to verify if it still deforms correctly.

4.4 System Features

4.4 System Features
Our system solves the common technological problems of facial animation
and provides many interesting features to the entertainment industry:
• standardization of the underlying rigs;
• complete freedom to create the source rig, artistically and technologically;
• interactive control over the character’s rig components;
• combining motion capture data with keyframe animation;
• changing the target model’s topology and instantly reapply the source
rig or the previously customized target rig;
• modifying the source rig and quickly propagate the changes to the target
models;
• transferring textures between dissimilar characters;
• automatically skinning a character using a predefined rig and weight
distribution;
• mapping motion capture data into a source rig and retarget the animations to dissimilar target models.

4.5 System Overview
Creating and placing by hand each component of the rig (bones, muscles,
controls) quickly becomes impractical when complexity grows. The system
we propose can handle simple and complex rigs based on a new approach. It
implements a method that is:
• generic: the facial rig can have any type of configuration and does not
force the use of a predefined rig;
• flexible: the rig has no initial constraints;
• independent of the shape: a facial rig can be transferred between models that have different topology, look and appearance;
• enhances artistic freedom: artists can use any tool or deformation method
to create the rig.
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The system deals with the setup of the character rig. It allows using the
rig created for one character in others. The rig provides a way of describing
facial expressions and animations with a small number of controls that move
the vertices of the model via a simpler interface. The rig constrains the expressions of the model, so by transferring it to the new character we generate
valid expressions.

Figure 4.1: Overview: define the source and target models; adapt the source
model geometry to fit the target; transfer attributes and shapes; bind the influence objects and skeleton to the target. The result is a model ready to be
animated. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
We begin with two 3D face models. The first one, we call source model,
is rigged and includes a series of attributes: a control skeleton, a number of
influence objects that represent the inner structure of the face and animation
controls, facial expressions (shapes) and animation scripts. The rig doesn’t
have initial constraints and can be created by an artist. The second model, we
call target model, doesn’t have a character rig associated to it (figure 4.1 shows
an overview). The source and target models can have different descriptors:
one can be defined as a polygonal mesh and the other as a NURBS surface.
Also, the faces do not need to have the same number of vertices.
The source rig information is used as the direct input for transferring the
setup to the target model. First, our deformation method deforms the source
model surface to match the geometry of the target. We landmark the facial

4.5 System Overview
features to keep correspondence between source an target model, and then
employ a computer vision interpolation technique named Thin Plate Splines
(TPS) [Bookstein 1989], as our deformation kernel function. After the TPS,
the source surface only has exact deformation at the landmark positions of
the target model, while the rest of the points lay outside the target surface.
We solve this by applying a dense correspondence algorithm, which projects
every point of the warped surface to the closest point of the target and determines the correspondence between every source and target vertex.
Using as reference the previously deformed source surface, we call guide
model, the method accurately places the source rig attributes into the target
model, even if they have different geometric proportions. We had to adapt the
TPS to properly deal with each attribute specific characteristics. The dense
correspondence avoids placing additional landmarks on the influence objects
or on the skeleton structure. The deformation process achieves excellent results in positioning the source rig attributes in the correct regions of the target
face. For example, joints and NURBS surfaces are relocated in the target
model, based on the correspondent position they have in the source model.
They are also transformed to fit the shape and size of the target (figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Transfer rig and animations between models: source (first row)
and target (second row) have different triangulations. Notice the different
proportions of the models: the source has a big nose and skinny face, while
the target has a small nose and a fat face. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
After the deformation step comes the skinning, based on a smooth binding
algorithm. It binds the transferred attributes to the target model using the
adjusted weights of the source, avoiding the need for manual weighting. The
weights at the target are calculated using the deformation method. Each vertex
of the target model accurately adapts the blending weight of the joints and
influence object, based on the source model weight distribution, to properly
represent the target facial look and behavior (see figure 4.4). Last, as the
target model is already rigged and weighted, transferring facial animations
is a straightforward process. The method only needs to scale and adapt the
animation curves to fit the proportions of the target. The end result are face
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models ready to be animated with production quality rigs. Figure 4.3 shows
an overview of the system pipeline and illustrates the rig transfer process with
two dissimilar characters.

Figure 4.3: System pipeline. Shows the three main steps needed to transfer
a facial rig: skin deformation, attribute transfer and skinning. The output of
the skin deformation is the guide model, which serves as reference for the rest
of the transfer process. The output of the attribute transfer is the target model
with the rig components positioned in correspondence to the source. Last,
after skinning the character using the source model weights, the target model
is rigged and ready to be animated. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

4.6 The Source Rig

Figure 4.4: Weight distribution on the source and target rigs: whole head
(left); jaw bone (right). The models have different wireframe and proportions:
the source has a big nose and skinny face, while the target has a small nose
and fat face. Also, the source model has less resolution around the mouth
compared to the fat lips of the target model. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

4.6 The Source Rig

Figure 4.5: The source rig determines the components that influence the physical appearance of the target models.
Central to our system is the notion of source rig S, and we use the model in
figure 4.6 to illustrate it. The rig is formed by different layers of abstraction
that we refer to as attributes: skin surface SS , influence objects SO , skeleton
bones SB , facial features landmarks λ , shapes SH , animation scripts SA and
other components for representing the eyes, teeth and tongue. We can assign
additional attributes to each of these layers: weight, texture, muscle stress,
etc. [Haber et al. 2004].
The source rig helps define the appearance of the characters. It establishes
the character setup standard shared by all the models. Artists can create their
own source rig, because they are free to use any type of controls and components to achieve the desired visual look.
The source rig S has been modeled manually and is a highly deformable
structure of a face. During the modeling process, we used facial features and
regions to guarantee realistic animation and reduce artifacts.
The surface SS is the external geometry of the character that determines
the skin of the face, using polygonal surfaces composed by a set of vertices r
and a topology that connects them.
The source rig is tagged with landmarks λ , distributed as a set of sparse
anthropometric points. We use the landmarks to define specific facial features to guarantee correspondence between models. Our rig has 44 landmarks
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Figure 4.6: Source rig used in our examples and its different attributes: landmarks, expressions (created using shapes), joints and NURBS surface. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

placed on the surface. These 44 anatomical points are the most prominent
and distinctive points on human like face geometries [Farkas and Munro
1987] [DeCarlo et al. 1998]. It is possible to use a different number of landmarks.
The skeleton SB is a group of bones positioned under the skin. It defines
the pose of the head and controls lower level surface deformation. Each bone
is defined by two joints, one at each end of the bone.
The influence objects SO are objects that affect the shape of the skin and
help artists control the 3D models. They include: NURBS surfaces, NURBS
curves, lattice deformers, cluster deformers, polygon mesh, and others. Figure 4.6 (middle bottom image) shows a NURBS surface used to simulate the
behavior of the Orbicularis mouth muscle.
The shapes SH are new 3D face models created by applying deformations
over the geometry SS of the character. A shape is a 3D facial pose of the
source model, where SH and SS have the same geometry. Shapes are usually
modeled manually by an artist. They represent facial expressions or partial
deformation of a specific area of the face. They are used to create blend
shapes, which let you change the shape of one object into the shapes of other
objects. The interpolation between shapes results in facial animations.

4.7 Rig Transfer
The animation scripts SA consist of a list of animation curves that determine motion. Each animation curve represents changes in the value of an
attribute, like shapes or bones.

4.7 Rig Transfer

Figure 4.7: Deformation process adapts the source rig to the target models.
The system automatically transfers the source rig structure to individual 3D
face models. Rig transfer has three main steps: first, we deform the source
rig surface to match the geometry of the target face model; second, we adapt
the influence objects, skeleton, shapes and attributes of the source rig to the
target model; third, we bind the transferred elements to the target model and
obtain a rig ready to be animated.
The face model that inherits the source rig setup is referred to as F. It has
a face surface FS , which determines the face geometry and shape, and a set
of landmarks µ placed on FS . FS is composed by a set of vertices that define
the connectivity between the points. The landmarks are positioned manually
by the artist, to guarantee correspondence with the source rig landmarks (see
section 4.6). Even though the source rig has 44 landmarks, it is not necessary
to use them all to transfer the rig.

4.7.1 Geometric Transformations
To deform the rig S into F we use a computer vision interpolation technique
named Thin Plate Splines (TPS) [Bookstein 1989], which is a special case of
Radial Basis Function Warping [Carr et al. 1997]. The TPS has been mainly
used in 2D images for pattern recognition and face correspondence [Lu and
Jain 2005] and can be thought as the two-dimensional analog of the cubic
spline in one dimension.
In the physical setting, where the TPS name comes from, the deflection
of a thin sheet of metal is bent in the direction orthogonal to the plane. To
apply this idea to the problem of coordinate transformation, one interprets the
lifting of the plate as a displacement of the three spatial coordinates. Thus, in
µ
general, the TPS is stated as an interpolation map x̄ = Tλ (x) from R3 to R3 .
Given a set of n landmarks λi in SS and the corresponding set µi in FS , the
TPS function satisfies T (λi ) = µi and it is defined as a general function
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  n

x̄
∑i=1 wi,xU(x, λi ) + a1,x + ax,x x + ay,x y + az,x z
 ȳ  =  ∑ni=1 wi,yU(x, λi ) + a1,y + ax,y x + ay,y y + az,y z  .
z̄
∑ni=1 wi,zU(x, λi ) + a1,z + ax,z x + ay,z y + az,z z

(4.1)

Following [Bookstein 1989; Rohr et al. 2001], in order to minimize the
bending energy of the deformation, we use the kernel function U(x, λi ) =
|x − λi |, which is the 3D fundamental solution of the biharmonic equation
∆2U = 0. The summation terms in (4.1), related to the non-linear local deformation, are a weighted combination of the centered kernel functions, with
scalar weights wi,. . The other terms in (4.1) are related to the linear (affine)
global deformation.
The TPS method works well when using scattered, unstructured and unsorted data. The non-linear deformation can be decomposed into the superposition of the principal warping directions, computed as features of bending
at successively higher levels of bending energy. This means that we have a
decomposition of the deformation into orthogonal features of progressively
smaller geometrical scales that would be used, for instance, to deal with curving edges between landmarks.
To state the interpolation map defined in (4.1) we have to compute the coefficients (weights and affine parameters) for the present landmark sets. This is
achieved imposing the correspondence between source and target landmarks
points, obtaining a (n + 4) × (n + 4) vectorial linear system of equations:
·

K P
PT 0

¸·

W
A

¸

·
=

Q
0

¸
.

(4.2)

K is n × n matrix defined by elements as Ki, j = U(λi , λ j ), 0 is a 4 × 4 zero
matrix, and P is a n × 4 matrix defined by rows from the source landmark
coordinates Pi = (1, xi , yi , zi ) as


1 x1 y1 z1


P =  ... ... ... ...  .
(4.3)
1 xn yn zn
The unknown matrices are decomposed in the n × 3 matrix W and the 4 × 3
matrix A defined as




w1,x w1,y w1,z
a1,x a1,y a1,z

..
..  , A =  ..
..
..  .
W =  ...
(4.4)
 .
.
. 
.
. 
wn,x wn,y wn,z
az,x az,y az,z
Finally, the independent terms on the right hand side of equation (4.2) are
a n × 3 matrix Q, obtained by rows from the target landmarks coordinates
Qi = (x̄i , ȳi , z̄i ), and a 4 × 3 matrix 0.

4.7 Rig Transfer
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x̄1 ȳ1 z̄1


Q =  ... ... ... 
x̄n ȳn z̄n


(4.5)

The term KW + PA = Q in (4.2) ensures the exact point matching of the
source points in the target. The term PT W = 0 represents a boundary condition that regularizes the non-linear warp in order to vanish its energy at
infinity.
Denoting by L the global system matrix in (4.2) and by L−1
n the n × n upper submatrix of its inverse, then the principal warping directions correspond
−1
to the eigenvectors of the bending energy matrix defined as Bn = L−1
n KLn .
These directions, interpreted as deformations, are a canonical description of
the modes according to which the points are displaced regardless of global
affine transformations. The bigger the eigenvalue associated to a warping
direction, the smaller physical scale of the corresponding feature of deformation. Due to the dependence of the warping directions on K, which is a matrix
depending of the adjacency of the landmarked geometry, it turns out that the
principal warps of the TPS are closely tied to the geometry of the landmarks.
Therefore, another important feature of the TPS is that with strongly intercorrelated landmarks, which is usually the case of facial correspondence, it
allows using only a few landmarks to obtain good deformation results.

Surface Deformation
Given a set of source and target landmarks, λ and µ respectively, we denote
the map correspondence defined in equation (4.1) by
µ

x̄ = Tλ (x)

(4.6)

that for each point x minimizes the energy of the surface deformation.
Then, we project every point of the warped surface to the closest point of
the target surface. As a result, we get the correspondent point in the target
surface for every vertex of the source surface. This is called dense correspondence [Hutton et al. 2001] between surfaces, defined in our method as function D, which computes the correspondence of points r between the source
rig S and the face model F:
¡ µ ¢
r|F = DFS Tλ (r) .

(4.7)

This mapping can present undesirable folds in areas with high curvature or
if the distance between origin and target points is large. [Lorenz and Krahnstover 2000] and [Hilger et al. 2004] worked on solutions to avoid these folds.
This problem did not show up in our tests with different face models (human,
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cartoon and fantastic creature). Figure 4.8 shows the result of applying the
TPS and dense correspondence between a source and target 2D curves.

Figure 4.8: Left: a curve uniformly sampled into another curve, using a reduced set of sparse landmarks. Only the landmark positions have exact deformation, while the rest of the source curve points lay outside the target curve.
Right: the result of applying the dense correspondence between the source
and target curves. We can see that using dense correspondence guarantees
better positioning of the structure (represented by the thick black lines) in the
target curve compared to just using the TPS (left).

4.7.2 Attribute Transfer
The source rig S has a set of attributes on the surface vertices defined as scalar
or vectorial fields. We have to transfer each of these attributes to surface FS ,
which must fit the proportions of the target character. Figure 4.14 shows
different attributes (shapes, joints, NURBS surfaces, weights) transferred between dissimilar characters.
For each surface vertex fi , we find its closest point on SS |F , get the interpolated attribute value and assign it to fi . Based on the dense correspondence
between SS and FS , we can adapt to FS the source rig attributes, like influence objects SO , skeleton SB , weight, shapes SH and animation scripts SA (the
animation scripts have to be transferred after skinning). The dense correspondence ensures an adequate positioning of the attributes and avoids placing
additional landmarks on the influence objects or on the skeleton structure,
saving time and improving the quality of the results. Of course, each type of
attribute requires a specific implementation adapted to its characteristics. For
example, when a transferring NURBS surface we apply the TPS to the control
points, while when dealing with a mesh we apply the TPS to the vertices. The
following sections describe the implementation details for the most relevant
rig attributes.

Shape Transfer
To transfer shapes we start by calculating the displacement between the corresponding vertices of the source surface at rest and the source shape. Second,
we find the dense correspondence between the vertices of the source and the

4.7 Rig Transfer
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target surfaces. Last, using the TPS, we compute the new position of the vertices of the target surface creating the target shape, which is adapted to the
target model proportions.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the shape transfer process. Figure 4.10 shows an example of the shape transfer process with 3D models. Figure 4.11 compares the
result of transferring a shape to target models with different mesh resolution.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9: 2D representation of the shape transfer between source and target
models: (a) source model at a neutral position (left) and deformed at the
nose and mouth creating a shape (right); (b) displacement vector between
the correspondent source model mesh vertices from the base and shape; (c)
displacement vector applied to the base target model mesh (left) to create the
shape (right).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Base (a) and shape models (b); source mesh (top) and target
mesh (bottom). The dots show a vertex in the base model and the correspondent one in the shape model. The target model shape is calculated based on
the source model information. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11: Source (a) and target models (b)(c). Notice how the wireframe
resolution influences the visual appearance of the model. The shape is correctly adapted to the 3D model mesh. Model (b) is prepared to generate
wrinkle effects: has a better deformation region and more resolution around
the eyebrows and on the forehead compared to model (c). See the wrinkles in
model (b), while (c) is free from wrinkles. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

Facial Animation Transfer
Changing the position of the rig components (joints, influence objects) by
manipulating the controls of the character during a period of time, creates animations. With our system, and usually in any traditional animation pipeline,
animation is done after skinning the character (section 4.7.3 describes our
skinning approach).
To transfer animations, we iterate through all animation curves, filter by
type of component and apply the TPS function to find the correspondence
between source and target components. Using the TPS allows to adjust the
translate, rotate and scale value to the target model, so animations will keep
the same proportions as the source but adjusted to the target model’s volume.
Figure 4.12 shows the result of transferring the rig components animation
curves from the source to the target rig. To obtain these results, it was crucial
that all the source rig attributes were scaled and adapted to the new characters.
Adapting the animation curves to the size of the target model is critical for
a correct display of the intensity of the movements. Imagine, for instance,
that the source model is four times smaller than the target model. Then, if the
animations of the source model are directly copyed to the target model, the
movements in the target model will be very subtle and will not produce the
expected visual result. The same problem happens if the source model is four
times bigger than the target model. Then, the animations in the target model
will be out of proportion with the size of the character. Our method solves
this problem by adapting the animation curve of each component of the rig to
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Figure 4.12: Transfer expressions and animations between models: the
source (first row) and target (second and third rows) have different triangulations. Notice the different proportions of the models: the source has a big
nose and skinny face, while one target has a small nose and the other has a
fat face. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
the target model.

Transfer Other Attributes
Following similar steps to shape and animation transfer, we adapted the method
to transfer other rig attributes: skeleton, NURBS surfaces, NURBS curves,
polygonal meshes, locators and lattice, among others.
To transfer a generic attribute type, we iterate through all attributes of that
type and apply the TPS using the position of each attribute in the source
model, which calculates the position on the target model of the attributes.
Last, each attribute is transferred to the target model, following the source
model hierarchy and precalculated positions.
Implementing the method for each type of attribute takes into consideration
the characteristics of the attribute. The input data is different for each version
of the transfer method:
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Joints: each skeleton joint defines the position of the attribute in the source
model. To create the skeleton in the target model, the method uses
the joint hierarchy defined in the source model and the new calculated
position of each joint;
NURBS Surfaces and Curves: the control points of the NURBS surfaces
and NURBS curves define the position of the attributes. To create the
NURBS surface or the NURBS curves in the target model, the method
uses the previously calculated positions of the control points;
Polygon Meshes: the vertices of the polygonal mesh define the position of
the attribute and are used to create the new mesh in the target model;
Lattice: the vertices of the lattice define the position of the attribute and are
used to create the new lattice in the target model;
Locators: define a position in space. The method uses this position to create
the new locator in the target model.

(1) landmarking

(2) attribute transfer

Figure 4.13: 2D representation of the source model, target model and attributes: (1) landmarking guarantees the correspondence between the source
and target models; (2) shows how different attributes are transferred from the
source to the target model.
Figure 4.13 shows a 2D representation of the transfer process for several
different types of attributes. Figure 4.14 shows the result of transferring joints
and NURBS surfaces between 3D models.

4.7 Rig Transfer

(SM) Lisandro
3146 triangles
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(TM) Mostaza
3098 triangles

(TM) Teseo
(TM) Hada (TM) Demetrio
3412 triangles 2702 triangles 3126 triangles

Figure 4.14: The first column shows the source model (SM) and the rest show
the target models (TM); first row shows the look and appearance of the models; second row is a facial expression example; third row shows the wireframe, which is different for each model; fourth row details the facial rig that
includes 21 joints and 1 NURBS surface; and fifth row shows the weight distribution.
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4.7.3 Weighting and Skinning
In animation, skinning is the process of binding deformable objects (influence
objects and animation controls) to an underlying articulated skeleton. There
are several approaches to skinning varying on the degree of complexity and
realism [Schleifer 2002]. The skinning process involves assigning each vertex
of the skin to one or more skeleton joints and setting the appropriate blending
weights. The weight will be the degree of influence of each skin vertex during
deformation.
Weighting a 3D character usually takes anywhere from several hours to
several days. If after weighting a new animation control is added, the process
must restart. Because a non-optimal weight distribution can lead to undesirable deformations, assigning the appropriate weights to a model is a crucial
step during the skinning process.
Our skinning process only takes a few seconds. We start by using the source
rig S weight attribute to attach the previously deformed skeleton, influence objects and animation controls to the target model F. The weights at the target
are calculated using our TPS based deformation method. Figure 4.15 shows
the weight distribution on the source and target models. Next, we automatically bind the skin and influence objects to the corresponding skeleton joints
and set the calculated blending weight, using a smooth skinning algorithm
[Weber 2000; Kavan and Zára 2005]. We used smooth skinning instead of
other algorithms because it is fast and effective, and has been used in many
occasions for real time and prerendered animations. The output of the skinning process is the target model rig.

Figure 4.15: Weight distribution on the source and target rigs: whole head
(left); jaw bone (right). Notice the different wireframe and proportions of
the models: the source has a big nose, while the target has a small nose.
(Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

4.8 Motion Synthesis

4.8 Motion Synthesis

Figure 4.16: The target rigs are ready to be animated and produce convincing
behaviors.
After defining the source rig and transfer its attributes to the target models,
the characters are ready to be animated. The motion synthesis step creates
facial movements to simulate different behaviors. The animations can be generated by manipulating the rig, or by using motion capture data or predefined
animations.
Rig manipulation: after the rig transfer, artists are free to change the target
model. Artists edit the rig to create new animations or customize predefined ones. For instance, if an animation of a human model is transferred to a cartoon, the model might need more caricatural expressions,
so artists have to edit the cartoon rig to achieve the desired effect.
Predefined animations: consists on applying the source model animations
to another model with same structure (connectivity and types of joints,
influence objects, animation controls). Even when two models share the
rig structure, the animation of one may not trivially apply to the other,
requiring further adaptation.
Motion capture: target models are animated based on motion data captured
from the source model. It is a special case of predefined animations.
The fundamental benefits of the motion synthesis process over conventional
techniques are:
1. dramatically reduces time and cost of animation productions;
2. produces fully interactive 3D characters for animation;
3. automatically creates facial animations.
The results of the motion synthesis process depend on the rig definition and
the deformation process. It is important to notice that the rig transfer technology is indeed independent of the quality of the rig. So, if the rig quality is
low, the transfer is still successful but the results on the target will be of comparable quality. Thus, obtaining convincing behaviors is highly dependent on
the rig that is used.
The steps of the motion synthesis process to reuse animations between different characters are (see figure 4.17):
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1. select the source model animations to be transferred to the target model;
2. the method checks that the source and target models have identical rigs,
allowing direct mapping of attributes between the characters;
3. computes the translation and scale values of the source model to fit the
proper size of the target model; these values define the new animation
curve in the target model;
4. applies the new animation curve to the target model;
5. (optional) if the results of step 4 do not satisfy the expected visual results, artists can manually edit the rig to modify the animation effects.

Figure 4.17: Reusing facial animations: black dots in the animation curve
graph are keyframes; lines represent the transformation values of the jaw
bone.

4.9 Framework
The primary motivation of our research was to find a solution that speeds up
the rigging process in CG productions, and lead to the development of an application based on our method that can be integrated into animation pipelines.
It is implemented in C++ as a plug-in for Maya 1 7.0 and was used for testing with film and videogame companies. The plug-in includes a simple user
1 http://www.autodesk.com

4.9 Framework
interface to ease the landmarking and assist the transfer process (see figure
4.18). The modular design of the application makes it simple to integrate into
existing animation pipelines.

Figure 4.18: Application user interface running on Maya: assisting the landmarking process (left); close up of the source rig viewer with joints and influence object selected (right). (Models copyright 2005 Dygrafilms; Application
copyright 2007 Face In Motion)
The application enables artists to:
• fit automatically the rig from the source to the target model;
• manipulate the target as if they were using a puppet;
• adjust animation parameters in the target model or animate the target
using predefined source animations.
The application is divided into three main modules:
1. Configuration: allows setting initial values to customize the user interface. Eases the portability of the rig between 3D models that use
different naming conventions or grouping criteria. It also allows defining the animation control interface or using a predefined one.
2. Rig transfer: it is the core module of the application and implements
the attribute transfer methods. It allows loading the source and target model, landmarking the source and target models, transferring attributes between source and target models, and exporting the data.
3. Animation and rig controls: allows importing animations from the
source model and apply them to the target model, only if the source
and target rig share the same structure. Allows creating new animations
using the target model rig. Creates the animation control interface for
the target model defined in the configuration module.
It is also possible to run the plug-in in the command line. This gives the
user flexibility to integrate it into automated scripts.
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4.9.1 Facial Animation Pipeline
Animating virtual characters is challenging, as the face is capable of producing about 5000 expressions. A character like Shrek, from the 2001 movie, had
over 500 commands arranged by facial features. For the right brow there was
raised, mad, sad, with at least 15 possible commands that activated not only
the brow, but also the other parts of the face, which needed to nicely mix and
move in conjunction to produce a convincing expression [Falk et al. 2004].
Common facial animation techniques include keyframe interpolation [Terra
and Metoyer 2004; Igarashi et al. 2006] and motion capture [Borshukov et al.
2006; Sifakis et al. 2006; Havaldar 2006]. We focus on keyframe interpolation, where artists use joint displacement and blend shapes to create the
desired animation. It takes about two to four weeks and over 100 shapes
to create the facial expressions and phonemes for a complex character. Semiautomated systems will take at least four to seven days to create the new target
rig. Our application allows creating the rig in one hour, with some tasks being
nearly instantaneous: changing the weights, modifying a control position or
transferring animations. Contrary to other proposals, we also solve the problem of transferring animations between models with dramatically different
proportions, because the displacement information is stored in the TPS.
Our rigging pipeline reflects the workflow of the application (figure 4.19
describes the framework diagram at a high level). The input to the pipeline is
the source model S information. The output is a fully rigged target model F
ready to be animated.
1. Landmarking: Sλ ← set(position), Fµ ← set(position)
Defines the source and target model landmarks that will keep correspondence between models.
µ

2. Surface Correspondence: S0S ← Tλ (SS )
Ensures the exact point matching at the landmarks and smoothly interpolates the deformation of other points.
3. Surface Dense Correspondence: r|F ← DFS (S0S )
Avoids placing additional landmarks by ensuring exact deformation of
every surface point.
4. Attribute Transfer: f ← attributeTrans f er(r|F )
Uses the method based on the TPS function.
5. Skinning: F ← skinning(FS , FO , FB , Sw )
Binds the deformable objects, influence objects and surface to the skeleton of the target model.

4.9 Framework

Figure 4.19: Framework diagram: the clean scene module deletes all unnecessary data from the scene, leaving only the target model and its rig. (SM:
source model; GM: guide model; TM: target model)

4.9.2 Landmarking Facial Features
Landmaking the facial features of the source and target models is the starting
point of the rig transfer process. It is the only manual step in the application.
To ease this task, the user can draw curves on the source and target models that
define facial regions (like the brow, the edge of the nose and the lips), instead
of marking each facial feature. Of course, it is also possible to define landmarks at specific locations. Next, the user chooses the number of landmarks
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that each curve should have. Finally, the application generates the landmarks
(locators in Maya) along the curves describing important facial features. Figure 4.20 describes the landmarking process diagram. Figure 4.21 shows the
landmarking of the source and target models.

Figure 4.20: Landmarking process diagram.

Figure 4.21: Landmarking the source (left) and target (right) models using
curves and locators. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

Chapter 5
Results and Validation
The system was validated with a series of experiments. We used models and
rigs from several companies (Electronic Arts, Radical, Dygrafilms), and for
each, we transferred the rig and animations to different target models. Then,
for the same models, we compared the output of our application with the results manually created by an artist. The results were supervised by Technical
and Art Directors, who approved the quality of our rig and animations to be
used in CG productions, replacing the artist generated ones. We also made
several computations in order to quantify the deformation precision of our
method. To verify the versatility of our system, we ordered three 3D models of
very dissimilar characteristics and different type of rigs, to test extreme transfer cases. The chapter summarizes the discussions we had with different people from the entertainment industry throughout the research, focusing on the
contributions of an automated facial rigging system and the main challenges
in facial animation for films and videogames. By the end chapter, you can
verify that our solution is capable of performing rig and animations transfer
with a wide range of 3D model inputs.

5.1 Introduction
Central to our research is the validation step: we need to know that our system
performs in a real world production. For testing the system, we used different
types of face models that were created by artists (photorealistic, cartoon and
fantastic style).
The tests were divided into: 3D models with cartoon style provided by Dygrafilms and 3D models with extreme features provided by Face In Motion
(i.e., the models we custom ordered). The rigs used for validating our system technology were based on shapes, bones and a combination of both. To
confirm the generality and versatility of our approach, the system was also
tested with more complex rigs that included a variety of influence objects
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(NURBS surfaces, polygon mesh, lattice). All the tests were made on a personal computer with a AMD Athlon 64 3500+ CPU with 2 GB of RAM,
running Windows XP SP2 operating system.
Our goal is to reuse the rig created for one character in other characters,
independently of how that rig was created. We aim to preserve the properties
of the source rig in the target rig and be able to use the animations created on
the source model in the target model. That is, if we start with an animation of
a human face, we expect to end up with an animation of a cartoon face moving
like a human. However, maintaining this fidelity to the source model is not
always artistically desirable, because a cartoon model might need exaggerated
expressions. We delegate the difficult creative decisions to the artists, who can
adjust the target model to their specific needs.
This chapter includes quotes from several people in the entertainment industry to which we have demonstrated our system; they tested it, gave us
valuable feedback and helped us fine tune our solution. In an industry with
such a high employee turnover rate, many of them have since moved on to
other companies or projects:
Juan Nouche: Former Production Director & Innovation Director, Dygrafilms.
Xenxo Alvarez: Technical Director, Enne Entertainment Studios.
Former Technical Director, Dygrafilms.
Dave Fracchia: Vice President of Technology, Radical Entertainment.
Former Vice President Technology, Mainframe Entertainment Inc.
Jean-Luc Duprat: Senior Software Engineer, Neoptica.
Former Software Engineer, Researcher, Electronic Arts.
Frederick Fowles: CG Supervisor in charge of Characters, Electronic Arts.
Crystal Wang: 3D Artist, Electronic Arts.

5.2 Initial Considerations
Before describing the results of the validation tests, we start with general
considerations and opinions of some entertainment industry professionals on
facial animation.
Which are the main challenges for facial animation?
Juan Nouche: “The main challenge is to achieve higher levels automation
in the character creation process, without losing interpretative quality.
Another important challenge is to have better products, easier to use and
that stimulate creativity, contribute to improve the production pipeline and
enable reusing work between productions.”

5.3 Rig Transfer Between Cartoon Models
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What makes facial animation such a challenging and time consuming
task? What problems related to rigging or animating facial models does
the film and videogame industry needs to overcome?
Jean-Luc Duprat: “People are very good at noticing problems in animated realistic characters because of the basic way we evolved biologically.
As a result, hand animating characters is very hard (impossible?) to do. Mocap [motion capture] is probably the only way to achieve convincing realism.
For non-realistic characters the problem is to convey convincing emotions
into a performance.”
Xenxo Alvarez: “Facial animation is the most difficult part of animation
because it needs to convey the character’s emotion. Facial rigging and animation processes always use many resources (financial and human), so to
make animation more competitive it is necessary to reduce production times
without sacrificing quality”

5.3 Rig Transfer Between Cartoon Models
Cartoon models don’t generally follow human proportions. They have different composition and different visual representation of their behaviors. Figure
5.1 shows the source model and the four target models with cartoon style used
for testing our system. The attributes transferred to the target model were: 21
joints, 1 NURBS surface, 26 shapes, weights and 2 animations clips (one with
extreme facial poses and the other with lip-sync). The shapes were created to
manipulate the eyebrow, eyes and cheeks facial regions. The joints control
the head, jaw and mouth movements. The NURBS surface simulates the orbicularis muscle inside the mouth to provide subtle deformations. Refer to
section 4.7.2 and figure 4.14 for more detailed descriptions. An important
part of these tests was to compare the output of our application with the results manually created by an artist, for the same models. The tests were made
in conjunction with Dygrafilms, who provided the 3D models, the artists and
supervised the results.

Lisandro

Mostaza

Teseo

Hada

Demetrio

Figure 5.1: Source (left) and target models (right). (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
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5.3.1 Visual Validation
To visually validate our application, first, we verified that the rig and animation scripts were correctly transferred from the source to the target models.
We checked that the target’s joints positions, weight distribution and NURBS
surfaces, corresponded to the source model. We also checked that the shapes
were nicely reproduced in the target model. This means that the blending
of different shapes on the target produces correct facial expressions and that
these expressions correspond to the ones in the source model. For the animations, we verified that they maintain the size proportions of the target, even
when they are different from the source (see in figure 5.2 the Lisandro source
model has a thin face with big nose, while the Mostaza target model that has
a fat face with a proportionally small nose).

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the target models automatically generated by the
method and manually created by an artist. The images on the middle show a
NURBS surface that simulates the Orbicularis mouth muscle: we can see that
the method is more precise than the artist when adapting it to the target geometry. This is a also an example of transferring animations between dissimilar
geometries: the method preserves the intensity of the facial expressions and
animations of the source. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)
Second, we compared the target rigs automatically created by the application to the ones manually created by the artists. We focused our attention on
two aspects: if the rig was as easy and simple to control and if the generated
animations were of the same quality. We also analyzed the positioning of the
skeleton joints. We found that the joints of the mouth and the eyes, which are
crucial for correct animation, were positioned closely (with some even coinciding) to the same joints created by the artists. Other joints presented bigger

5.3 Rig Transfer Between Cartoon Models
deviations but did not affect the final results, because they had less influence
on the deformations. Figure 5.2 shows that our method was able to produce a
new rig capable of obtaining the results expected by the artists, even though
we didn’t follow the same procedures or artistic concepts. For instance, artists
didn’t take into consideration the source model. In figure 5.2 it is possible to
compare that the target model generated by the method and the model created by the artist have different lip design. The model created by the method
maintains the visual appearance from the source model, while the artist models don’t follow the same pattern. The method guarantees homogeneity and
consistency in style between all the characters.
The cartoon models allowed us to check the behavior of the method between dissimilar face geometries. The models have very different face proportions and appearance. The challenge is to transfer animations from the source
and still keep the target model’s intensity and look. Figure 5.2 shows that our
method adapts better the NURBS surface that simulates the orbicularis mouth
muscle to the target model’s geometry, which is crucial to correctly simulate
the mouth behavior. This is a particulary difficult task for the artist; he has
to make sure that the NURBS parameters are homogeneous to avoid strange
deformations or artifacts in the mouth (like pinching in the lips).

Figure 5.3: Animation curves for the source and target models of the upper
middle lip joint (top graphs) and the lower left lip joint (bottom graphs); the
left column graphs show the result of exporting the animation from the source
model and importing it to the target model using Maya - see how the deformations on the target are weak and damped when compared to the source; the
right graphs show the animation after being transferred with our application
- the curves on target model closely follow the curves on the source, proving
that our method preserves the precision and intensity of the deformations.
Figure 5.3 compares the transfer of a bone animation using our application with exporting and importing the same bone animation using Maya. The
curves show that our method preserves the intensity and definition of the animation movements. The deformations are defined in relative terms, to be able
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to compare them between the characters. The models are normalized according to their bounding boxes. Computing the distance between two joints at the
initial moment l0 , and the same distance in the next frame l1 , quantifies the
deformation value. Thus, the deformation is an adimensional quantity defined
0
by ε = l1 −l
l0 .
Finally, figure 5.4 shows that our application convincingly captures the
complex effect of simulating a talking head, to be used in a film.

Figure 5.4: Source and target models animation sequence: frames from a
video that integrates facial animation with lyp-sync. (Copyright 2005 Dygrafilms)

5.3.2 Timing Validation
The rig and animations generated by the application fulfilled the Art Directors
quality expectations. Now, we had to make sure that our method is quicker
than traditional manual setups. We compared the time it takes to create the
animation controls (joints and NURBS surfaces), weight the model, create the
shapes and the animation scripts. Table 5.1 shows the run time of every step
of the transfer with the four target models of figure 5.1.
Using our application, we took between 30 and 60 minutes to transfer the
rig from the source to the target model and verify the results. Landmarking
both models took about 5 minutes. Then, it took us 20 to 40 minutes to visually verify the quality of the transferred shapes, while the animation scripts
were nearly instantaneous. Overall, the complete character setup can take one
hour. Verifying the quality of the shapes and rig is not part of the method, but
we decided to add this information to be able to do a precise comparison between our automated process and the artist’s manual job, to whom verifying
the results is intrinsic.

5.4 Rig Transfer Between Extreme Models

Triangles
Skin Deformation (TPS)
Dense Deformation
Joints Transfer
Shape Transfer (each)
NURBS Transfer
Weight Transfer
Animation Transfer

Teseo Demetrio
3412
3126
0.02
0.01
1.41
1.33
16.09
16.56
5.50
4.57
21.14
21.35
8.17
7.36
0.30
0.21
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Mostaza
3098
0.01
1.35
16.55
4.41
21.36
7.45
0.25

Hada
2702
0.01
1.15
15.32
3.42
21.17
7.16
0.20

Table 5.1: Application run times of each method step (in seconds).

The artists took about one to two days to position the joints, create the
NURBS surface and weight the model, two to three days to create the 26
shapes and another two days to create the animations. The character setup
for these rigs took an artist about 5 working days. These timings are all from
one production company (Dygrafilms). They told us that for more complex
characters to be used in production, it usually takes 2 artists working on a rig
for at least one week and if the models suffer any modification on the topology
the rigging process has to be redone.
So, the tests show that with our method the speed up can be of an order
of magnitude or more, and still meet the high quality animation needs of the
entertainment industry. We have achieved accurate and fast rigging.

5.4 Rig Transfer Between Extreme Models

photorealistic

cartoon

fantastic

Figure 5.5: Source (left) and target models (right). (Copyright 2007 Face In
Motion)
To test the method to the extreme of its possibilities, we ordered three very
different 3D models: a photorealistic human, a cartoon and a fantastic creature. They were custom built by a team of experienced artists. The models dif-
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fer enormously in artistic style, deformation behavior, shape and proportions.
The human character was used as the source model. It follows an anthropomorphic design that has some emphasized facial features, to avoid falling
into a neutral character definition. The cartoon character was used as a target
model. Its design concept was thought to test the transfer of facial expressions
from a model with subtle expressions to a model that requires exaggerated expressions, and to test the rig transfer method to a non-anthropomorphic model.
The fantastic creature character was also used as a target model. Its facial features are very different from the source model, which allows testing the rig
transfer between non-anthropomorphic characters. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show
the 3D models used for the tests.

Figure 5.6: Photorealistic source model with 3652 triangles (top row), cartoon target model with 2770 triangles (middle row) and fantastic target model
with 3116 triangles (bottom row). (Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)

5.4.1 Preliminary Character Study
Before creating the 3D models, it was necessary to study the morphology and
design of the characters. This previous analysis helped define 3D models that
had different animation requirements and performance styles. Figures 5.7, 5.8
and 5.9 show the source and target models design. The human model needed
very subtle expressions, while the cartoon model required very extreme expressions to convey the same expressions as the human model. The fantastic

5.4 Rig Transfer Between Extreme Models

Figure 5.7: Photorealistic: source model illustrations. (Copyright 2007 Face
In Motion)

Figure 5.8: Cartoon: target model design and expressions illustrations.
(Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)

Figure 5.9: Fantastic creature: target model design and expressions illustrations. (Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)
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creature didn’t need expressions as exaggerated as the cartoon or human. Its
physical constitution differs very much from the human model.

5.4.2 Visual Validation
For the visual validation, we were concerned with verifying that the rig was
correctly transferred and that the animations performed according to the character’s style. Like section 5.3, we checked that the different shapes nicely
mixed in the target and that the animations preserved the characters size and
look.

Figure 5.10: Source (left) and target models (right). Skeleton structure (top)
and weight distribution (bottom). (Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)
The requirement for the source model rig was to include many different
types of deformers that could interact between each other, and still maintain
a user friendly interface to manipulate the rig. The rig was divided into three
layers: blend shapes, deformers and joints. Each layer provided specific control over the model to create unique expressions. The blend shapes were used
to create the main poses. The deformers (NURBS curves, lattice) provided
subtle control over certain regions of the face that needed more precise deformation, like the mouth or the eyes. The joints defined the lowest layer
of control, which allowed controlling the movements of wider regions of the
character, like the head, teeth and tongue.
The source model rig includes: 2 NURBS curves around the mouth, 1 lat-

5.4 Rig Transfer Between Extreme Models

Figure 5.11: Source (left) and target models (right). On the top half, NURBS
curves to control the upper and lower lips (top) and NURBS curves weight
distribution (bottom). On the bottom half, lattice that controls the jaw: front
(top), 3/4 (middle) and side views (bottom). (Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)
tice for the jaw, 6 joints for the head, 5 joints for the tongue, 3 joints for the
teeth, 47 shapes and 2 animations clips (one with extreme facial poses and the
other with lip-sync). The source and target models are symmetric so it was
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possible to reuse the shapes created for one side of the head, like eyebrow
up. There were a total of 81 shapes. If the models were asymmetric, then it
would have been necessary to create the shapes for each side of the head separately, which increases production time. Figure 5.10 shows the positioning
of the head joints and the weight of jaw joint. Figure 5.11 shows the weight
distribution of the NURBS curves of the mouth and the position of the jaw
lattice.
The source rig included more shapes than the one from section 5.3, specially to control the mouth. The method successfully transferred the shapes
in the mouth region, which is very complex due to the variety of poses it can
perform. But the drawback of transferring shapes between characters with
different styles is that the target models inherit the movements of the source.
We obtained a cartoon model simulating a human character. This faithfulness
wasn’t what we wanted, so we needed to come up with an alternative solution.

Figure 5.12: Source (top) and target models (bottom). Keyframes extracted
from a video sequence to show different poses transferred from the source to
the target models. The poses were created by manipulating the source rig.
(Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)
Figure 5.12 shows key poses based primarily on a combination of blend
shapes. We focused our attention in the quality of the animations, specially,
if the movements corresponded to the behavior the targets were supposed to
perform. The transfer was successful for the fantastic creature target. But,
after analyzing the results with the Technical Director, we concluded that the

5.4 Rig Transfer Between Extreme Models
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Figure 5.13: Shape transfer from the source model to the cartoon target
model: neutral pose (left), shape (middle) and exaggerated shape (right)
(Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)
animation transferred from the source to the cartoon target was correct, but
the model lacked the movement exaggeration expected by a cartoon design.
So we had to develop an additional module in our system that allows defining a percentage value for exaggerating the movements, and applies it to the
shapes. Figure 5.13 shows the difference between the “normal” shape and the
exaggerated shape.
During the test, we realized that when the source model has the eyes and
the mouth completely closed, the attribute transfer results show some artifacts.
This a current limitation of our solution. To obtain artifact free transfers, it
is recommended to have the eyes and mouth of the source and target models
slightly opened.
Last, figure 5.14 shows that our system allows creating believable characters that can be straightforward integrated in a film scene.
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Figure 5.14: Keyframes of the 3D models integrated in a scene: fantastic creature target (left), photorealistic source (middle) and cartoon target
(right). (Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)

5.4.3 Timing Validation
The results of this test confirmed that our method was quicker than traditional
manual setups. The artists took 132 hours to create the complete source rig
and additional 136 hours to create the animations: one clip of different ex-

5.5 Rig and Texture Transfer for Videogames
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pressions (1min 33s) and another with lip-sync (19s).
Table 5.2 shows the run time of every step of the transfer with the two target
models.

Skin Deformation (TPS)
Dense Deformation
Joints Transfer
Shape Transfer (each)
Additional Deformers
Weight Transfer
Animation Transfer

Cartoon
0.01
1.12
19.05
2.36
15.32
6.10
1.25

Fantastic
0.01
1.03
19.18
2.42
15.05
6.57
1.33

Table 5.2: Application run times of each method step (in seconds). The additional deformers include the lattice and the NURBS curves.

5.5 Rig and Texture Transfer for Videogames
We have also made two tests to validate our system with videogame characters
from Electronic Arts (EA). Unfortunately, we cannot show the results of the
tests, because the 3D models are still under NDA, as the videogame has not
yet been released.
On the first test, the models had a joint based rig and the animations were
created with motion capture data. All the facial models had the same number
of triangles and a human look. We transferred the joints, the weights and the
animations.
But the second test was the interesting one. After seeing a demo of our
system, EA wanted to know if our deformation method could be used for
texture transfer. Imagine that a videogame has 30 characters and they are all
textured. In the middle of the production a different mesh is defined. What
would happen to the 3D models that had already been textured? Usually, the
artists would need to create all the textures again, because the textures UV
coordinates would not work for the new model mesh. The test showed that
our system can overcome this problem and avoid retexturing each character
by hand.
We started with a source model with texture and a target model without
texture. The models had different amount of vertices, shapes and proportions.
The target model had a better deformable mesh. The method deformed the
target model to match the source model topology and transferred the texture
of the source to the target model by reassigning the source model’s UV coordinates. We successfully based the texture transfer on our rig transfer method.
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5.6 Validation From the Experts
After the testing phase, we inquired several people involved in the validation
process of our system to describe the benefits it brings to their productions
and animation pipelines.
Which are the main contributions, for the film and videogame industry,
of a system that automates the facial rigging process?
Jean-Luc Duprat: “Improves work flow: decouples the work of the animators and the modelers, they can be working in parallel on the same character. This leads to fewer bottlenecks which increases productivity and reduces
cost.”
Dave Fracchia: “Speed/efficiency: replaces manual creation, reduces errors, etc.
Consistency/reuse: ensures character heads rigged in the same way allowing for animation reuse amongst various characters.”
Juan Nouche: “In my opinion there are two main contributions:
1. Improves the quality of the output and saves costs and effort. The system enables savings on specialized workforce for the character setup process,
which saves time and money, and this extra time can be used to improve the
production quality.
2. Increases the competitivity of the production studio. Considering the
first contribution and the fact that the system is prone to be integrated into the
studio’s production pipeline, it allows for an important improvement of the
productivity of the studio, which represents a competitive advantage.
Xenxo Alvarez: “Reduction of the production times while maintaining homogeneous quality of the facial rigs, with the consequential economic savings.”
Frederick Fowles: “The big win for us with the system would be a perfect
transfer of joint position and weighting with little interaction in the process,
so a junior artist could easily set up new characters.”
Which are the main challenges the system has to overcome?
Jean-Luc Duprat: “Different topologies are incredibly difficult to match
accurately. Success depends on finding the right heuristics, and the ones you
came up with do work!”

5.7 Other Discussions
Dave Fracchia: “Performance (acting): does the rig adequately capture
the range of motion required by the character?
Flexibility: can the rig be tweaked/modified easily to suit a particular character (often, main characters have their own unique rigs)? Ties into performance;
Speed of use (for videogames): is the rig lightweight enough for real-time
control?
Often automated solutions are relegated to secondary characters, where
similar rigs/models are used. The trick is having a system which would work
well for primary characters. Think about how well your system would be for
creating a great rig for the Shrek characters (Shrek, Donkey, Fiona). This is
the real challenge.”
Xenxo Alvarez: “The integration of the system in any type of production
pipeline: animation films or videogames.”
Which are the main benefits of using our rigging system in current
animation pipelines? (Facial rig and animation transfer)
Jean-Luc Duprat: “Workflow as mentioned above.”
Xenxo Alvarez: “Speed of the production processes without significant/excessive
quality loss”
Frederick Fowles: “Setting up new characters for facial animation, making it a very streamlined process. And helping with a topology change mid
production.
[To transfer animations between 3D models] it would be a great solution in
our NIS (Non Interactive Sequence), so a character could be animated with a
stand in until the model of the intended character is ready.”
Crystal Wang: “I think the method you’re doing right now is fine. I’m a lot
more interested in perserving the shape and details on the face than whether
or not each vertex is snapped to each other. Because it’s the overall end look
and likeness that’s the most important.
The result is quite good. I’m happy with how well the tool preserves the
entire face shape. (...) We can always come back to tweak the deformation
details later.”

5.7 Other Discussions
Besides validating our system with the industry players, we discussed other
topics regarding facial animation, trying to find out where it is heading and
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the new trends, but also, to look for future avenues of research.
Would it be useful to include a muscle system to animate face models?
Jean-Luc Duprat: “I don’t think so personally.”
Xenxo Alvarez: “It depends of the type of character. For film animation
and special effects it might be possible, while for videogames i think we are
still faraway due to the limitations of the current hardware. In either case, a
facial muscle system would improve realism.”
Do you think that in a near future most facial animation will be done
with motion capture? How hard is it to reuse motion capture data with
different 3D models?
Jean-Luc Duprat: “Only for realistic human characters. You couldn’t
mocap Shrek for example.”

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
This thesis describes a new automatic approach for facial rigging, based
on facial feature landmarking and a deformation method that adapts the rig
and animations between different models. The system generates high quality
results and dramatically reduces production time and resource requirements,
compared to current animation methodologies. Its modular design allows for
easy integration into existing animation pipelines. Our approach can serve
as the base technology to assemble advanced solutions for rigging every type
of character.

6.1 Conclusion
We present a comprehensive portable character rigging system that speeds up
the rigging process within the facial animation pipeline. Allows creating the
rig, animation controls and scripts for one model (source), and reuse them in
many different target models. In film and videogame productions, artists are
often given one base model to make all new faces (shapes). Also, it is common
that afterwards they are asked to use a different 3D face, because it has improved deformation details or simply looks better. Currently, all shapes need
to be remade to reflect the topology of the new face. But our system makes
sure that previous work can be transferred and artists time is not wasted.
Our facial animation system can be integrated into existing animation production pipelines. It provides a solid foundation for setting up consistent rigging strategies: at the beginning of a production, artists can define the required
rig parameters and afterwards use them as a template for all models. This rig
becomes the building block for all characters. Our approach helps film and
videogame studios overcome the current lack of a standard rigging methodology. It guarantees that all rigs generated by the system produce homogeneous
results, ensuring that the models share a common vision and consistent artistic
style.
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The rig transfer method was tested on human, cartoon and fantastic models that followed entertainment industry requirements, which was essential to
prove that the results were suitable for productions demanding high quality.
Exhaustive experiments with several companies confirmed the big time savings achieved on the rigging process, usually an order of magnitude faster. We
got very positive feedback and some showed interest in integrating the application into their pipelines. We tested the precision of the attribute transfer and
the accuracy of the rig created in the target model. We compared our output
with the same results manually created by an artist. The Technical and Art
Directors approved the quality of the rig and shapes that where automatically
created in the target model. This is a crucial result: if the output still requires
a lot of tuning, then the system is useless in production.
As the animation results of our work are hard to reproduce in static printed
form, please refer to http://www.FaceInMotion.com to view the videos and
additional material related to this research.

Figure 6.1: Transfer of anatomical muscle geometries from a realistic source
model (left) to a cartoon target model and a fantastic creature target model
(right). (Copyright 2007 Face In Motion)

6.2 Future Directions

6.2 Future Directions
To create a generic facial rigging system, we dealt with the complex subject
of geometric deformation between very dissimilar surfaces. There are many
interesting directions for future research that can benefit from our work and
extend our current system:
Motion capture: motion capture systems are constantly improving. In the
near future, it will be easy but costly, both in hardware expenses and
production time, to use motion capture to animate realistic human characters. However, it is still going to be considerably difficult to use it for
cartoon or fantastic characters, like Shrek. We performed some tests on
mapping motion capture data into the source rig, and later transfer it to
the target model. We could set up an adaptive version of our method,
to capture the performer’s movements and map the sensor data into the
rig, following work on performance-driven facial animation by [Pighin
and Lewis 2006].
Physically-based rig: could a physically-based method be capable of simulating muscle movement and improve the skin deformation of a model?
[Kahler 2003; Sifakis et al. 2006] have already taken some steps in
this direction. Their approach is based on human anatomy and works
well for human models. It can be interesting to implement a musclebased rig that produces believable animations in cartoons and fantastic
creatures. The muscles become an additional layer in our rig transfer
system. They could be activated by physical reactions of the model or
manipulated by the artists. But, it will be a great challenge to provide
artists with an easy to use interface. Personally, I don’t think that a
muscle-based rig could improve the animation quality and the visual
results for cartoons and fantastic characters. This opinion was also corroborated and shared by several people from the entertainment industry.
Implementing such a system would require extensive research: it is still
worth doing, if for nothing else, to be able to compare the results (see
figure 6.1 for an example of muscle transfer).
Other industries: our work can serve as the basis for the development of
applications in other fields, like medicine, telecommunications, forensics or virtual reality. For instance, virtual reality systems can be used to
study the interactions between people and virtual characters. They can
help explore human behaviors, such as social phobia, where emotional
artificial intelligence plays a key role for understanding the relationship
between the character and the person. It would be interesting to develop
a layer that links the emotional response of virtual characters with their
visual representation. By supporting high quality rigs, this new application would be able to study if better 3D models alter the reactions of
the people.
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Body rig transfer: clearly, the most obvious, but interesting, new approach
is to extend the method to be used on the complete body. Body animation has two main components: the skin of the body and the cloth that
goes on top of the skin. In films, the cloth is attached to the skin, so it is
only necessary to rig the skin; the cloth is animated using a cloth simulation method [Kang and Lee 2007; Thomaszewski and Blochinger
2007]. However, this technique is too computationally “heavy” to use
in videogames; characters usually have a sole rig for both the cloth and
the skin, so the transfer method must be prepared to handle cloth wrinkles.

6.2.1 Final Thoughts
Facial rigging is a complex and challenging job due to the great amount of
detail involved in facial animation. With this thesis, we have accomplished the
difficult task of creating a generic method that allows rig portability between
different characters. Now, it is possible to quickly rig a character, control it
in real-time and keep the consistency of the rig between models. Rigging is
the key element that binds the model to its animation. It is a hot topic, that
fueled by the entertainment industry, will continue to provide many research
challenges for a long time. We hope our approach and work encourages others
to come up with new ideas on this field.

So, the answer to the underlying challenge that sparked our research is yes...
you can (now) use the rig created for one character in other characters.

Appendix A
Publications and Awards
A.1 Publications Overview
These are the most significant publications that resulted from the PhD research, together with a brief description of how the work matured.
C OSTA O RVALHO , V., AND S USIN , T. 2005.
A Weighted Guide Curve Deformation Algorithm
for Facial Animation. In Technical Report, UPF,
Barcelona, Spain.
This report reimplements the wire deformer from the Maya software. It allows storing the weight deformation value in the curve instead of saving it in
the surface, making it easier to control the deformation of different objects
over the same surface. The development of the guide curve deformer helped
acquire the necessary skills in Maya to develop further plug-ins. The fact that
our methods were implemented in Maya was key to demo our system to film
and videogame companies.
S
S
q
C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T.
2006. Transferring Facial Expressions to Different
p
Face Models. In SIACG ’06: Third Ibero-American
Symposium in Computer Graphics, Santiago de ComTPS (S )
postela, Spain.
2

q
p

1

1

This paper presents a geometric deformation method based on thin-plate splines
[Bookstein 1989]. Uses a set of anthropometric landmarks to keep the correspondence between the models. Results are limited to adapt polygonal meshes
between face models. The paper describes the potential of the geometric deformation method for facial synthesis. When we wrote it, we didn’t count
with the support of any film or videogame company that could provide material to test our solution.
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C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T.
2006. A Maya Plugin to Transfer Facial Expressions
to Different Face Models. In iDiG ’06: International
Digital Games Conference, Portalegre, Portugal.
This paper describes the implementation of our geometric deformation method
as plug-in for Maya. It emphasizes how a tool that speeds up the character setup process can benefit the videogame industry. The paper details the
internal architecture of the plug-in for rigging a face model.
C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T.
2007. Transferring the Rig and Animations from
a Character to Different Face Models. Computer
Graphics Forum, EG, Blackwell Publishing. (Submitted for review)
This paper shows the first results of transferring the facial rig using 3D models
from a film company (Dygrafilms). It explains the importance, for the film
industry, of a system that can transfer the facial rig and animations between
characters faster than traditional manual techniques. These tests, along with
the feedback from the company, gave us further insight into the needs of the
industry. It lead us to focus our research on optimizing the rigging system
and improving the modularity of the application, to ease the integration into
existing animation pipelines.
C OSTA O RVALHO , V., AND S USIN , T. 2007. Fast
and Reusable Facial Rigging and Animation. In
SIGGRAPH ’07: Sketches & Posters, The 34th International Conference and Exhibition on Computer
Graphics and Interactive Techniques, San Diego,
USA, ACM Press. (Accepted)
This sketch best summarizes the contribution of our work and its importance
for the entertainment industry. It describes the results of exhaustive testing
and validation of our work with different film and videogame companies. It
gives an overview of the framework implemented in Maya 7.0 that assists the
rig transfer process.

A.2 Publications and Conferences

A.2 Publications and Conferences
[2007]
[1] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., AND S USIN , T. 2007. Fast and Reusable Facial
Rigging and Animation. In SIGGRAPH ’07: Sketches & Posters, The 34th International Conference and Exhibition on Computer Graphics and Interactive
Techniques, San Diego, USA, ACM Press. (Accepted)
[2] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., AND S USIN , T. 2007. Creating Faces: Reusing
Character Rig and Animations. SCA ’07: Eurographics/ACMSIGGRAPH
Symposium on Computer Animation, San Diego, USA, ACM Press. (Accepted)
[3] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T. 2007. Transferring
the Rig and Animations from a Character to Different Face Models. Computer
Graphics Forum, EG, Blackwell Publishing. (Submitted for review)
[4] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., AND S USIN , T. 2007. Creating the Virtual Self:
Reusing Facial Animation in Different Avatars, In SIGPHI ’07: Mundos Digitales, A Coruña, Spain.
[2006]
[5] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T. 2006. A Maya Plugin
to Transfer Facial Expressions to Different Face Models. In Proceedings iDiG
’06: International Digital Games Conference, Portalegre, Portugal. Editors
Dionisio J., Ramires Fernades A., Proceedings iDiG ’06, pp 12-20 (2006).
[6] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T. 2006. Transferring a Labeled Generic Rig to Animate Face Models. In AMDO ’06: 4th
International Conference on Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects,
Springer Press, Port d’Andratx, Mallorca, Spain. Proceedings AMDO’06,
Ed. Springer Lecture Notes, pp 21-31 (2006).
[7] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., Z ACUR , E., AND S USIN , T. 2006. Transferring
Facial Expressions to Different Face Models. In SIACG ’06: Third IberoAmerican Symposium in Computer Graphics, Santiago de Compostela, Spain.
Editors Brunet P., Correia N., Baranoski G. Proceedings SIACG’06, pp 13-20
(2006).
[2005]
[8] C OSTA O RVALHO , V., AND S USIN , T. 2005. A Weighted Guide Curve
Deformation Algorithm for Facial Animation. In Technical Report, UPF,
Barcelona, Spain.
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A.3 Invited Talks and Workshops
[2007]
Workshop (24h), Videogame Design and Development, FCUP (Faculdade de
Ciências da Universidade do Porto), Porto, Portugal, July 2007.
Invited Speaker, Facial Synthesis and The Medical Industry, FCUP (Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do Porto), Porto, Portugal, June 2007.
Invited Panelist, PhD Symposium for the PRESENCCIA project, UPC (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya), Barcelona, Spain, May 2007.
Invited Speaker, A Facial Animation System for CG Films and Videogames,
FCUP (Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do Porto), Porto, Portugal,
February 2007.
Invited Speaker, A Facial Animation System for CG Films and Videogames,
FEUP (Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade do Porto), Porto, Portugal,
February 2007.
[2006]
Invited Speaker, Facial Animation for Films and Videogames Project Presentation, Electronic Arts, Vancouver, Canada, November 23rd, 2006.
Invited Speaker, Facial Animation for Films and Videogames Project Presentation, Mainframe-Rainmaker,Vancouver, Canada, November 17th, 2006.
Invited Speaker, Facial Animation for Films and Videogames Project Presentation, Mercury Filmworks, Vancouver, Canada, November 17th, 2006.
Invited Speaker, Facial Animation for Films and Videogames Project Presentation, Radical Entertainment, Vancouver, Canada, November 9th, 2006.
Invited Speaker, A Facial Animation System For CG Films and Videogames,
AMORE, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, October 18th,
2006.
Invited Speaker, A Facial Animation System For CG Films and Videogames,
HCT Lab, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, October 16th,
2006.
[2005]
Workshop, Videogame Design and Content Development for Videogame, Faculdade de Jornalismo, Universidade Porto, Porto, Portugal, October 2005.
Invited Speaker, The Videogame Industry a Short Overview, Universidade
Católica Portuguesa, Porto, Portugal, April 2005.
Workshop, Videogame Design, Universidade Católica Portuguesa, Porto, Portugal, April 2005.
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[2004]
Invited Speaker, Videogame Technology Overview, Instituto Superior de Tecnologias Avançadas (ISTEC), Porto, Portugal, December 2004.
Workshop, Introduction to Videogame Design, Instituto Superior de Tecnologias Avançadas (ISTEC), Porto, Portugal, December 2004.
Invited Speaker, Videogame Technology Overview, Instituto Superior de Tecnologias Avançadas (ISTEC), Lisboa, Portugal, December 2004.
Workshop, Introduction to Videogame Design, Instituto Superior de Tecnologias Avançadas (ISTEC), Lisboa, Portugal, December 2004.
Workshop, Videogame Technology, Instituto Superior de Tecnologias Avançadas
(ISTEC), Porto, Portugal, September 2004.
Workshop, Videogame Design, Instituto Superior de Tecnologias Avançadas
(ISTEC), Porto, Portugal, September 2004.

A.4 Honors and Awards
These awards were for business plans related to our PhD research work.
Winner “AlumnIdea 2006”. Organized by Alumni LEIC, FEUP in Portugal.
September 2006. Project: Face In Motion. (http://alumnidea.fe.up.pt/)
Prize: 5.000 EUR
Finalist award in “Innovact 2006”. Organized by L’Etudiant et L’Express in
France. July 2006. Project: Face Puppet, Automatic Facial Animation.
(http://www.innovact.com/)
3rd Place in the “IV Concurso Innova” for young entrepreneurship. Organized
by Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), EAE and CIDEM (Generalitat Catalunya). June 2004. Project: Photorealistic Facial Animation and
Recognition. (http://pinnova.upc.es/)
Prize: 1.200 EUR
Finalist award in “INNOVACT 2004”. Organized by L’Etudiant et L’Express
in France. July 2004. Project: Photorealistic Facial Animation System.
(http://www.innovact.com/)
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A.5 Grants
CIDEM (Centre Innovacio i Desenvolupament Empresaria): 9.376,79 EUR,
Programa GENESIS (http://www.cidem.com). Project: Support the creation
of content and the development of a prototype to test and validate the facial
system technology. Generalitat de Catalunya. Co-financed by the European
Union - FEDER. January 2007.
AdI (Agência de Inovação): 100.000 EUR, Inicitiva Neotec
(http://www.neotec.gov.pt/). Project: A Facial Animation System for CG Films
and Videogames. POSC, MCTES (Ministério da Ciência, Tecnologia e do Ensino Superior). Co-financed by the European Union - FEDER. July 2006.
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